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Abstract
The Reggio Emilia approach to early childhood education emphasizes the principle that
the environment is a child’s third teacher. While the relationship between the teacher and the
child is critical to learning, the physical classroom space plays an equally important role in the
child’s educational journey. It is through intentional planning of a space from an educator that an
environment can foster inquiry from a child. By using this principle as a foundation, this
research attempts to answers the question- How do I create an environment that fosters literacy
and an interest in books? The research conducted over the past year examines the importance of
classroom libraries and how they play a vital role in a child’s reading identity, while providing
them with authentic literacy experiences.
Over the course of the past year, schools, public libraries, and bookstores have been
visited and observed to uncover how teachers, librarians, and retailers entice children to pick up
a book and start reading. A wide variety of professional texts were reviewed and one-on-one
interviews were conducted in these settings to talk about the vital integration of classroom library
use into the daily literacy instruction of the elementary school children, while looking at how
marketing strategies can influence children when they select books outside of the classroom
setting. Research was also done on how international and multicultural children’s literature can
enhance a classroom library. Data was collected during the Children’s Literature Study Tour of
Great Britain.
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Introduction/Question
“Students in classrooms with well-designed classroom libraries interact more with books,
spend more time reading, demonstrate more positive attitudes toward reading, and exhibit higher
levels of reading achievement” (Miller, 2013, p. 80). During my time as an undergraduate in the
College of Education and the University Honors Program at Butler University, I grew deeply
passionate about literacy instruction. I am captivated by how children learn to read and what are
best practices for teachers as they guide children in their reading journey. In the fall of 2013, I
enrolled in ED307, Children’s Literature. This course focused on expanding our view of
children’s literature, how we can incorporate quality literature into our everyday teaching, and
integrate books across all content areas. I walked away from this course not only with an
extensive list of new and classic children’s literature, but a desire to make reading and books a
staple in my teaching identity.
From there, I decided to pursue the Reading Teacher minor through the College of
Education. I enrolled in a variety of courses that provided thoughtful and deep literacy
instruction practices. After two years of diverse education and University courses, I found
myself in my third year of my undergraduate course work and starting my experience at the
Butler University Laboratory School in the fall of 2014. This Reggio-inspired elementary school
became home to me for a semester as I learned about the importance of classroom design,
thoughtful teaching instruction, and the value of a child’s voice.
It was in my practicum classroom that I found myself noticing new elements of effective
pedagogy. One of the most intriguing insights I had was the importance of the classroom library.
I always knew that I wanted to read books to my class, but I never realized the importance of a
space that was designated and designed for reading and exploring new titles. Over the course of
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the semester, I found myself exploring the classroom library with my second grade students. I
too was inquisitive about the space and how these books were organized. It was a peaceful place
in the classroom, where students took ownership and felt pride in the books they picked out
every week. I quickly realized that in my own classroom, I too wanted a space that captivated
children in that way. This experience became the foundation for my research as I attempted to
answer the question: How do I create an environment that fosters literacy and an interest in
books?
Literature Review
By looking at current literature and opinion on classroom libraries and literacy
instruction, I was able to provide a foundation for the research conducted. By using texts that I
was exposed to in my undergraduate courses and during my time at Butler University and
through recommendations by my thesis advisor, Dr. Kelli Esteves, I was able to gather
information that assisted in my research. In this section, I will discuss the different authors and
their opinions and conclusions on classroom libraries and literacy instruction.
Kelly Gallagher states in her book Readacide, “Instead of always taking students to the
library, it is often much more effective to bring the library to the students” (Gallagher, 2009,
p.53). Donalyn Miller builds upon this conclusion when she states in her book Reading in the
Wild, “Student in classrooms with well-designed classroom libraries interact more with books,
spend more reading, demonstrate more positive attitudes toward reading, and exhibit higher
levels of reading achievement” (Miller, 2013, p. 80). Miller emphasizes the importance of
curating a classroom library that is exciting. She discusses the importance of including a wide
variety of text in a classroom library. This includes different genres, authors, and series. In
regards to mature readers, she suggests that there be a dedicated area to mature books for readers
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who are ready for them. These books would be young adult novels that would include mature
topics. While she expresses the need for children to have choice when they shop for books, she
also makes it very clear that these books are made available to children who are developmentally
ready for them (Miller, 2013).
Miller also talks about how the classroom library is used in her literacy instruction. She
lets her students sort the books in her library by genre and it is a way for her to talk about
different genre characteristics. Her classroom library is also an integral part of the first few days
of school. Her goal is to quickly have a book frenzy occurring in her classroom and to create a
culture where it is expected that everyone is a reader. She does this by having a large variety of
books available and by getting books into children’s hands from the first day. She believes that
having a large and diverse classroom library can be the key to this success. She also uses the
classroom library to start the conversation about taking care of books and right away makes
books valued in her classroom community (Miller, 2013).
Regie Routman also takes the time to talk about the importance of a classroom library in
her book, Reading Essentials: The Specifics You Need to Teach Reading. She states, “classroom
libraries are a literacy necessity; they are an integral part to successful teaching and learning and
must become a top priority if our students are to become thriving, engaged readers.” (Routman,
2002, p.64) Like Miller, she also discusses the importance of having a large and diverse
collection of books that are readily available to children. It is her belief that if teachers want
children reading, then they have to have books that are interesting. So not only must the
collection be large and diverse, it also must be a collection that is of interest to children
(Routman, 2002).
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When talking about the design of the classroom library, Routman focuses on listening to
the children in the classroom (Routman, 2002). It is important to take the time to ask a child what
types of environment inspires them to read. Asking about lighting, seating, and noise preference
helps teachers make the best design decisions for that space. When talking about maintained of
the classroom library, she emphasizes teaching book care expectations and creating classroom
agreements about how the classroom library should be maintained. She states, “Teachers are
amazed that once they establish and value classroom libraries and connect them to a carefully
monitored independent reading program, worries about management fade.” (Routman, 2002,
p.81)
The Classroom Library Book, written by Lester Laminack and Reba Wadsworth,
addresses the many different challenges teachers face in building and maintaining a classroom
library. They suggest categorizing books by genre, author, format, and theme. They also
emphasize the importance of having a large quantity of books, Laminack and Wadsworth say
that about 1,500 books would be ideal for a classroom library. In regards to maintaining a
classroom library, they discuss how to check out books and creating a culture of reading that
establishes care for books so they last (Laminack and Wadsworth, 2012).
Debbie Diller gives specific examples of classroom library design in her book, Spaces
and Places: Designing Classrooms for Literacy. She, like Laminack and Wadsworth, makes it
clear that books should be displayed forward facing. She also talks about how to organize books
that make sense to children and creating a space where children can stay and read. It is important
that a classroom library is more than just book shelves, but also a space where children can stay
and interact with the books that are in it. She also talks about finding a place in the classroom
that allows for a natural flow into the classroom. Her photographic evidence provides a step-by-
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step guide for teachers on how to start, design, and use their classroom libraries in their literacy
instruction (Diller, 2008).
Another aspect that was considered is how an environment’s design influences a learning
space. The principle, the Environment is the Third Teacher, is part of the Reggio Emilia
philosophy that comes from Reggio Emilia, Italy. Reggio Emilia states that the first two teachers
are the student and the teacher, while the third teacher is the environment. The role of the
environment should not be underestimated by the teacher because it supports students as they
become independent thinkers, learners, and readers. Debbie Miller writes in her book, Reading
with Meaning, “creating classroom environments that are literate, organized, purposeful, and
accessible nurture literacy and foster independence” (Miller,2002,p.99). Miller’s idea that
environments are “literate, purposeful, organized, and accessible” can be extended to the
curation of the classroom library. Louise Cadwell states in her book, Bringing Reggio Emilia
Home, “We have made changes in the space so that we can work in the most productive ways
with children, with each other, and with parents” (Cadwell, 1997, p.102). It takes constant
refection and evaluation to design a space that promotes literacy through independence and
exploration. A classroom library has the ability to deepen the way a child thinks about literature
and strengthens the way a child interacts with books.
Many of these design elements can be added to a classroom library. Deb Curtis and
Margie Carter state, “When educators recognize that the spaces they design for children
communicate a set of values, they begin to plan their environment differently,” (Curtis and
Carter, 2003, p.20) in their book Designs for Living and Learning: Transforming Early
Childhood Learning. They emphasize the importance of purposefully designed spaces for
children that aligns with the Reggio Emilia philosophy. The book, The Third Teacher: 79 Ways
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You Can Use Design to Transform Teaching and Learning, also talks about the importance of
design of a space. It uses perspectives from designers and architects to talk about how a
purposeful design can transform a space into an impactful learning environment that inspires
conversation and inquiry. They emphasize designing a space that allows for children to have
choice, while supporting great teaching and learning (Peterson, 2010).
In Inspiring Spaces for Young Children, these Reggio Emilia ideals are upheld as they
talk about the use of nature in design elements. One of the most critical components to the
Reggio Emilia philosophy is bring the outdoors in. This can be seen in color choices and the
types of materials used in the classroom. For example, shades of greens and browns remind
children of nature and are less overwhelming than the traditional primary colors. Natural
materials like stone, wood, and metals can also add natural elements to learning spaces. Design
and the environment that children are invited to learn in are critical to the success of a classroom
according to these authors (Deviney, 2010).
Approach and Methodology
Setting
During Butler Summer Institute, a nine week research program, public libraries, schools,
and bookstores were visited in the Indianapolis region. Libraries and bookstores were also visited
and explored throughout large cities and small villages in England and Scotland during the
Children’s Literature Study Tour of Great Britain. These places were chosen to study because of
the diverse populations that they serve. Included are the list of schools, libraries, and bookstores
visited and observed in both the Indianapolis and British regions (Table 1).
Table 1: Sites Visited During the Research Process
Name
Location
Barnes and Noble
Carmel, Indiana
Blackwell’s Bookstore
Oxford, England

Description
Large chain retail bookstore
Small independent bookstore
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Carmel Public Library

Carmel, Indiana

Eagle Elementary School

Zionsville, Indiana

Eagle Creek Elementary
School
Fishback Creek Elementary
School
Great Missenden Library

Indianapolis, Indiana

Harrods’ Reading Room

London, England

Hussey-Mayfield Library

Zionsville, Indiana

Indianapolis Public
School/Butler University
Laboratory School #60
Kid’s Ink
National Library of Scotland

Indianapolis, Indiana

Scottish Storytelling Centre
The British Library

Edinburgh, Scotland
London, England

The Little Apple Bookshop
The Roald Dahl Museum and
Story Centre
The World of Beatrix Potter
Attraction
Waterstones

York, England
Great Missendon, England

Indianapolis, Indiana
Great Missenden, England

Indianapolis, Indiana
Edinburgh, Scotland

The Lake District, England
York, England

Public library that serves the
Carmel community
Suburban traditional public
school
Urban traditional public
school
Urban traditional public
school
Public library that serves the
Great Missenden community
Bookstore within large
department store
Public library that serves the
Zionsville community
Urban Reggio-inspired magnet
school
Small independent bookstore
Public library that serves the
Scottish community and
visitors
Small independent bookstore
Public library that serves the
British community and
visitors
Small independent bookstore
Interactive children’s literature
museum
Interactive children’s literature
museum
Large chain retail bookstore

Table 1

Schools were picked in four different school districts in the Indianapolis area to reflect
the diverse cliental of the region. Public libraries were also visited to investigate how children
interact with books outside the walls of the classroom. Bookstores were explored to study and
learn how marketing techniques pull children into the world of reading. In addition to
photographic documentation and field notes being taken in these different settings, a variety of
literacy experts and designers of literacy-rich environments were interviewed in these settings.
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Participants
Participation in this study was voluntary and only adults were interviewed. Participants
were contacted through email and given a list of interview questions (Appendix B) ahead of
time, along with a consent letter (Appendix A). Each interviewee had the option to be kept
anonymous. Adults being interviewed were chosen based on their job position and their literacy
expertise. Practicing teachers, bookstore employees, librarians, and college professors were all
interviewed. Interviews were recorded and transcribed to ensure accuracy and then kept in a
secure file.
Research Design
The research conducted was completed during Butler Summer Institute 2015. It was
designed to fit the parameters of the nine-week research program at Butler University. I designed
the study to include field visits, interviews with literary experts, and analysis of current literature
on classroom libraries and literary instruction. The field visits were designed and conducted
during the first part of the study because of limited availability of schools over the summer. Data
was collected at each of these site visits through photographic documentation and field notes.
Some site visits, along with one-on-one interviews with literary experts were designed to
gather information through a preset list of questions. Interviews were recorded to gain as much
accuracy and authenticity from these conversations. These questions were predetermined and
given in advance to the interviewees. After the interviews were complete, I transcribed each
interview so I could go back and analyze answers and compare them to my findings.
I also read in depth on existing literature on classroom libraries, literacy instruction, and
the Reggio Emilia philosophy. This proved to be critical as part of the design of this research. It
is important that existing research and theory on classroom libraries were studied because it
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provides a foundation for the analysis of the data collected during site visits and interviews. This
literature review helped determine importance of questions for the interviews and what questions
that I inquired about classroom libraries.
Data Sources
The data for this research is qualitative. I began my research by reading existing literature
on classroom libraries. I took notes and then applied that information to my site visits. I
continued reading and exploring a variety of texts while still visiting sites and conducting
interviews. These texts became a foundation for the research conducted, while supporting the
findings and implications described in this thesis.
The sites visited for this research were predetermined and were contacted through email
that included a letter of consent (Appendix A) and a list of interview questions (Appendix B).
The qualitative data collected from the site visits will include field notes and photographic
documentation. The photographic documentation will be taken either with an iPad or a digital
camera. Photos will be uploaded to a protective file on Google Drive. The field notes taken do
not include children’s names or any details about the physical characteristics of children as they
are observed in the environment. If students are in the environment that I am observing, I did not
converse with them and acted as an outside observer. Field notes will be uploaded to a protective
Google Drive as well.
Interviews were conducted with professionals at the predesignated sites. A list of
interview questions was predetermined and was created based on existing research. They were
preapproved by the Institutional Review Board. Interviews were recorded and then transcribed to
provide accuracy (Appendix C). Interviewees had the option to remain anonymous.
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Analysis of Data
As I started reading existing literature, I began to take detail notes and looked for themes.
Much of the existing research on classroom libraries was limited to only a small section in many
literacy instruction books. It was important to look at the importance of Reader’s Workshop and
design philosophy of the classroom. By examining these different perspectives, I began applying
these ideas to a classroom library. I asked questions, “How does this contribute to the importance
of a classroom library?” and “How does this impact the way a classroom library is designed for
children?” I then used the analysis of these texts to help determine importance in my site visits
and interviews.
When conducting my analysis of my elementary school site visits, I reviewed what I
wrote down in my field notes and looked closely at the photographic evidence. I looked for
similarities within buildings, grade levels, and between teachers. I also looked for differences
and what made a teacher’s classroom library successful for them. By using my analysis of
existing literacy instruction and theory of classroom libraries, I determined what classroom
libraries were successful and which ones were not. I then looked at the interviews with teachers
to determine the role of the library in their classroom. I used the combination of the interviews,
field notes, and photographic documentation to determine the conclusions of this study.
The field notes, interviews, and photographic documentation taken at libraries and
bookstores in the Indianapolis and British regions were collected and cross referenced with the
site visits of classroom libraries. I analyzed how these two vital environments for reading culture
in our community could support a classroom library. I looked for similarities between the two, so
that a classroom library could be created and designed to be most successful and authentic for a
reader.
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The next step was interviews with literacy experts. This list included professors from
Butler University’s College of Education. Their input and knowledge was sought out to provide
another layer of support for my conclusions. I looked at their philosophy of reading and
experience in the world of education to help determine the importance of classroom libraries and
what to be looking for in a successful classroom library. Their expertise added further depth into
my analysis.

Findings and Implications
After compiling and categorizing the data in my research, I came to six main findings
related to two broad areas: 1) Design of the Classroom Library and 2) Curation and Maintenance
of the Classroom Library. My findings and implications for classroom libraries are explained in
this section.
The Design of the Classroom Library
Finding 1: The design of the classroom library should be a social space for children.
When teachers take the time to purposefully design a classroom library, students can reap
the benefits. A well-designed classroom library promotes a
wide interest of books and a culture of reading. In her book
Reading in the Wild, Donalyn Miller talks about how
reading is social (Miller, 2013). Children need a space
where they can interact with and talk about books. If
Figure 1 Butler University Labratory
School, Cieglski, 3/4 classroom

reading is social, then the classroom library is the diner or
the coffee shop where everyone gathers. It is the

environment that promotes a dialogue about literature. By using the Reggio Emilia principle that
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the environment in the child’s third teacher, teachers can create a space that inspires conversation
and community of reading (Cadwell, 1997).
While analyzing photographic documentation of
classroom libraries, public libraries, and bookstores, I
noticed there were design elements that invited readers
to stay and converse. All of these spaces where children
or customers were interacting were open. This indicated
that there was room for people to gather. There were

Figure 2 Butler University Labratory School,
Clark, 2nd grade classroom

also different types of seating. In many different
classroom libraries, there were pillows or chairs. Sarah
Clark, a second grade teacher at the Butler University
Laboratory school, even had tables or chairs where
students could sit and talk (S. Clark, personal interview,
27 May 2015). Barnes and Noble had a stage for read

Figure 3 Barnes and Noble, Carmel, Indiana

alouds and where children could act out stories. There was also tables and chairs for adults and
children to sit, to read, and to talk. All of these different seating elements promoted conversation
within the space (L. Nahas, personal interview, 25 June 2015).
Implications
When thinking about designing a classroom library, it is important to know our ultimate
goal for children. If we want our children talking and sharing the books that they read, then there
needs to be a dedicated space for that purpose. The environment we create should reflect what
we value. Books are valued in my classroom and I want a space that reflects that. Having an
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open space with seating invites students to stay. I do not want my students rushing and
rummaging through the classroom library, but I want them to stay and immerse themselves in
books and in dialogue with other readers.
Findings 2: The design of the classroom library should be accessible for children.
Every classroom is unique and every group of students is different. It is important for
teachers to understand the space of their classroom
and the children that fill it, so they can place their
library where it is part of the natural flow of the
classroom (Laminack, 2012). Professor Cathy
Hartman of Butler University’s College of
Education explains, “It [the classroom library] has

Figure 4 Eagle Elementary, Slack, 1st grade
classroom

to have a central spot where you can easily access it
as a classroom teacher and they [the children] can easily access it.” A classroom library needs to
be visible and accessible for both students and teacher (C. Hartman, personal interview, 5 June
2015). When observing classroom libraries at the Butler University Laboratory School, a
Reggio-inspired elementary school, baskets and bookshelves
were carefully placed to allow for immediate access to books
and were at eye level for students. Children naturally
gravitated towards these spaces.
When thinking about a traditional book shelf, books
Figure 5 Barnes and Noble, Carmel, Indiana

are shelved with their spines sticking out. Some titles are

seen, some are not. However, no cover art is seen, which can be what inspires a child to pick up a
book and start reading. For a child, this type of book shelf is uninviting because the task to sort
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through these books is overwhelming (Routman, 2002). When visiting Barnes and Noble, a large
retail bookstore, books are displayed forward facing if they are new publications, popular titles,
or on a rotating display. They do this because the covers
capture the attention of customers and invites them to pick up a
book and hopefully purchase that book (L. Nahas, personal
interview, 25 June 2015). Even smaller bookstores like Kid’s
Ink in Indianapolis use this marketing technique (S. Mullen,
personal interview, 26 June 2015). By applying this strategy to

Figure 6 Kid's Ink, Indianapolis,
Indiana

classroom libraries, children are more likely to browse through
books and pick a book to read.
Implications
When designing my own classroom library, I have to think about how the rest of my
room is arranged. I want the children in the classroom to naturally visit that space. It needs to
feel inviting so elements like lighting, seating, and placement are important. It will differ from
classroom to classroom, but it should feel a natural part of
the whole space. If we want children to visit our classroom
libraries, then it must feel like it has a place in our
classroom. As Dean Shelley stated, “You really need to
think about it's just not about putting books on a shelf in a
Figure 7 Eagle Elementary School, Slack,
Kindergarten classroom

corner somewhere and throwing down a couple of bean bag
chairs” (E. Shelley, personal interview, 17 June 2015).

As much as possible, all books should be forward facing in a classroom library. The
challenge is how that is done when bookshelves are designed to show spines of books. Many
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teachers are using bins, baskets, or tubs to sort their books. They place their books forward
facing in those storage items. Then they are placed on the shelves (Diller, 2008). When
designing my own classroom library, I see this as a vital piece of the design because it captures
the attention of children. Books are easier to look through when they are all forward facing and
titles are easier to see, along with displaying the cover art.
Finding 3: The design of the classroom library should be a reflection of the children
in the classroom.
Dean Ena Shelley of the Butler University College of Education states, “The design of
the space should be reflective of the children’s needs in that classroom.” She also discussed the
importance of finding out where children like to read whether that is on a yoga mat, pillows, or
chairs (E. Shelley, personal interview, 17 June 2015). It is important to inquire about children’s
reading preferences so that the space can be inviting for every student in the room (Routman,
2002). This can be done with a beginning of the year survey or informal observations of students
in the first several weeks of being in your
classroom. All of these elements contribute to
the success of the classroom library.
Marissa Argus, a kindergarten/first grade
teacher at the Butler University Laboratory

School, emphasized the importance of listening

Figure 8 Butler University Laboratory School,
Argus, K/1 Classroom

to the children and what their interests are to
help determine what baskets to put in the classroom library. She states, “If I notice that kids
aren’t going to the basket, like right now my kids stopped going to the Dr. Seuss books after two
weeks so I switched it out. There is no need if they aren’t interested.” She wants her students and
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their interests to be reflected in the classroom library (M. Argus, personal interview, 20 May
2015). These practices are also reflected in libraries and bookstores. Smaller bookstores like The
Little Apple Bookshop in York, England and Kid’s Ink in Indianapolis only keep books in stock
that are popular with their cliental (S. Mullen, personal interview, 26 June 2015). While public
libraries, like Carmel Library and the Hussey-Mayfield Library (J. Schlneck, personal interview,
22 June 2015) pull special collections like popular series and display them for their patrons (R.
Kilpatrick, personal interview, 23 June 2015). Argus and other teachers have used this same
principle to entice their children to keep shopping for books in their classroom libraries.
Implications
Since every year brings a new group of
students, the design of the classroom should be
fluid. Elements like lighting and seating should
change to reflect the needs of that particular
group of students. When setting up the classroom
library before the beginning of the school year,

Figure 9 Eagle Elementary, 5th grade classroom

there should also be an understanding that this could change after learning about the children’s
identity as a reader and what fits their needs. Their identity as a reader will change throughout
the year as they are growing readers. It is important that the library and its design might change
to reflect the changes in the reader (N. Cegielski, personal interview, 28 May 2015).
Think of the classroom as a living organism, it is always changing but yet it retains some
of its physical features. Just like people grow up and evolve they still have consistent and
predictable features. Those features include organizing books into baskets by genres, authors,
themes, topics, geographical locations, and formats. Students expect to see those baskets in the
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library, but the titles of those baskets might change depending on what the interests of those
particular students are or what is being taught in the classroom. For example, a teacher might
have a group of students who are really interested in insects. To reflect that in their classroom
library, they would have a basket that would be labeled insects and filled with books about
insects.
The Curation and Maintenance of the Classroom Library
Finding 4: Classroom libraries should be maintained as a social space for children.
Donalyn Miller talks about the importance of sharing books and one way to do this is
through book recommendations (Miller, 2009). Barnes and Noble has a display of staff
recommendations for customers to browse. Classroom teachers have also adopted this idea. Stew
Smith, a fifth grade teacher at Eagle Creek Elementary School, has his students do book
recommendations by filling out a form. Students have to write a short summary and tell why a
reader might like reading this book (S. Smith,
personal interview, 24 March 2016). Sarah Clark and
Nicole Celgelski, both teachers at the Butler
University Laboratory School, has student book
recommendations, but also has members of the school
community recommend books (S. Clark, personal
interview, 27 May 2015). For example they have had

Figure 10 Butler University Laboratory School,
Clark, 2nd grade classroom

other teachers and the principal come in and share books they love and then they display their
recommendations in the classroom library. By modeling book recommendations and then
inviting students to give their own book recommendations, gives a structured setting where
students can talk about the books they are reading (N. Cegielski, personal interview, 28 May
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2015). Donalyn Miller talks about how this structure can then lead to less formal conversations
about books and more informal conversations about books (Miller, 2013). The classroom library
then becomes more of a place where readers can help each other navigate the world of children’s
literature.
One of the advantages of having a classroom library is providing an authentic reading
experience for children. By allowing students to take ownership of the library, students are able
to participate in experiences and conversations that lead to a deeper understanding of literature.
Sarah Clark allows her second grade students label baskets and encourages discussion about
naming different baskets during morning meetings (S. Clark,
personal interview, 27 May 2015). By gradually releasing the
responsibility of the classroom library to students, students
become more invested in the care of that space and they
naturally talk about the books that fill the space.
In a bookstore or a public library, students are expected
to shop for books. Part of shopping for books is talking about
Figure 11 Eagle Creek Elementary,
Smith, 5th grade classroom

books. As discussed before, book recommendations give a
platform for students to talk about books they like and do not

like. Now students need time to explore the space and find books, while not detracting from
literacy instruction. Sarah Clark emphasizes the importance that children should not shop for
books during Reader’s Workshop because that is the time students should be reading. She
recommends shopping for books during the morning (S. Clark, personal interview, 27 May
2015). Stew Smith has a pocket chart with student’s names that show what day of the week
students go shopping for books. They get one day a week to return and refill their book tubs
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during morning work before Reader’s Workshop. About five children shop for books a day and it
gives them time to look for their books on their own, while consulting with a few other readers in
the class (S. Smith, personal interview, 24 March 2016).
Implications
A classroom library is fluid, because students grow and change. They need new books to
discuss and share. When planning for a classroom library, I believe that rotating books and
changing baskets to introduce new units of study give students opportunities to talk about new
books. I believe that by doing book recommendations and modeling conversations that readers
have with each other helps build a community of readers. The goal eventually would be for
readers to recommend books naturally in conversation and without a form. The form sets the
stage, but by reinforcing this language and modeling these conversations with children, the
dialogue between readers can progress.
By taking a step back from the library, and allowing students to sort and label books in
the classroom library is a natural way of allowing for authentic conversation to occur about
literature. For example, students can talk about genres and how different books fit into specific
or multiple genres. They can explore book formats, different authors, and topics. The teacher and
the classroom library set the stage for a community of readers, but it is the children and their
insight that will make that space come to life and be integral into the development of lifelong
leaders.
Finding 5: The maintenance of the classroom
library should be accessible for children.
In the state of Indiana, all elementary classrooms are
required to have a ninety-minute reading block (Article 6.2

Figure 12 Little Apple Bookshop,
York, England
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School Performance and Growth; Accountability, 2013). In a ninety minute literacy/writing
block, sixty to seventy of those minutes will be devoted to independent reading/writing time
where the teacher will be conferring and working in small groups. To sustain this large amount
of time of independent reading/writing, children need access to books and lots of them (Collins,
2004). After talking with teachers and visiting their classroom libraries, I found that a classroom
library must be large and must contain a wide range of books. Christine Wright explains the
importance of her classroom library in her first grade classroom by stating, “I think it allows
them to have choice in what they are reading throughout the day. It helps them grow their love of
learning” (C. Wright, personal interview, 19 May 2015).
While there is no exact number of books that a teacher should have in their classroom
library, it has been observed that a well maintained and utilized classroom library had anywhere
from 500 to 1,500 books. Laminack and Wadsworth
argue that an effective classroom library has 1,500
books (Laminack, 2012). Clark’s classroom library
has about 1,500 books, while Nicole Cegielski’s
classroom has under a 1,000 books in her classroom

Figure 12 Butler University Laboratory
School, Cieglski, 3/4 classroom

library (S. Clark, personal interview, 27 May 2015).
Both teachers teach at the Butler Laboratory School

and both have found success with each of their own collections. They do both emphasize the
importance of higher quantities to keep students interested in your collection and reading, and
providing students with many options. For example, Cegielski teaches a multiage classroom and
she makes sure she has enough books to help sustain growing readers for at least two years (N.
Cegielski, personal interview, 28 May 2015).
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How do we decide what books go in our classroom library? How do we organize
hundreds or even thousands of books? This is when the classroom library must work in two
ways. There has to be consistency in how books in a classroom library are organized because
children have to know how to use it and what to do with it, but it also must be fluid to allow for
new books and new baskets to enter the library (D. Corpus, personal interview, 15 June 2015).
Teachers at Eagle Elementary in Zionsville, Indiana talk about how they create baskets based on
genres, authors, areas of interest, units of study, favorite characters, and reading levels. All types
of baskets exist in their library. Kelly Spencer and Christine Wright, both first grade teachers,
discussed how they rotate books in and out of their classroom library to provide change for their
children and to introduce new units of study. Spencer says she displays the new books that enter
her classroom library on a special forward facing display so kids know which books are new and
are even easier to access (K. Spencer, personal interview, 19 May 2015).
Another predicament that puzzles teachers when maintaining a classroom library is
whether or not to level books. During independent reading time during Reader’s Workshop it is
important for children to be reading books at their just right reading levels to practice skills and
strategies learned in mini lessons. The question is how do children pick just right books for
themselves. Many teachers like Sarah Clark and Stew Smith teach mini lessons at the beginning
of the year that directly teach children strategies on how to pick just right book (S. Clark,
personal interview, 27 May 2015). Bookstores and libraries do not have leveled collections and it
makes it difficult for children to find just right books for themselves if they are only seeking
books in their levels. Dr. Corpus, of Butler University, emphasizes that while knowing a child’s
reading level is important, it is also important to know that some kids are reading above that
level in certain areas. For example if a child is reading at a second grade level, but has taken a
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special interest in sharks. Then that child has built a foundation of higher vocabulary on that
topic and is able to read books at a higher level. Therefore, if a library is leveled then it may be
limiting for children (D. Corpus, personal interview, 15 June 2015).
However, it is still vital that children are still reading
at their reading levels. Some teachers, like Stew Smith, have
organized their library by different genres and by levels. All
his books have a sticker with a level shown on it, so children
in his class know what books to pick for their independent
reading time during reader’s workshop. However, they are
still allowed to shop for books above or below their reading
level to read during times outside of reader’s workshop (S.

Figure 13 Eagle Creek Elementary,
Smith, 5th grade classroom

Smith, personal interview, 24 March 2016). Sarah Clark has
all of her books labeled with levels on the back because it is important for her to know the levels
of books and the reading levels of her second graders, but she does not think her students need to
know this information. If students are not picking out just right books, then she is able to guide
them to books that are just right for them while reinforcing book shopping strategies taught at the
beginning of the year and while not putting emphasis on a reading level. She evens offers to shop
for books with kids to help them pick out just right books (S. Clark, personal interview, 27 May
2015).
Implications
When collecting books for my own classroom library, I think it is important to get as
many books as possible. Quality of books should not be overlooked, but it is important to
provide a large quantity of books. Ideally, readers will have two to four books at one time in their
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book bags or boxes, so it is important that I have enough books to rotate between each student
and enough books that offer a wide selection to the diverse readers in my classroom. The more
books that a teacher has in their classroom library, the more a student will have choice and
opportunity in their reading.
Within a school year, it is important to use the library to showcase new books or
changing baskets. Teachers can put baskets in their classroom library to introduce new topics to
readers. For example, if they are beginning a unit of study on poetry, it is important that students
have a basket in their library labeled poetry and filled with a variety of poetry books for students
to read and browse. These subtle changes throughout the year keep the library fluid and allows
for excitement to build around books.
When leveling a library, it is important that children are not limited in their choice of
books. I do not want to discourage children from picking titles that interest them or that are
inspiring them to read. However, I do want to make sure they are shopping for books that are at
their just right levels. By implementing a system like Sarah Clark where books are labeled on the
back of books, children still have the freedom to choose books of their interest, while the teacher
still has some knowledge and control of leveled books in their library. It is important that
children are taught procedures on how to choose just right books for themselves, so they can use
them in the classroom library and apply them to their experiences in libraries and bookstores.
Finding 6: Classroom libraries should be maintained to be reflective of children in a
classroom.
When looking at the photographic documentation of Sarah Clark’s second grade
classroom at the Butler University Laboratory School, there were many baskets of books that
appealed to many different readers. She has baskets by format and theme. Throughout her
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classroom library she also has featured authors and genres. No matter a student’s interest or
reading ability, Clark is determined to have a book for any reader (S. Clark, personal interview,
27 May 2015).
Clark’s large quantity of books reflects the developmental level of readers she has
in her classroom. While some second graders are reading
chapter books, many are still reading picture books. These
books are shorter, so therefore kids are spending less time
with one book, so they need a lot more books to choose
from (S. Clark, personal interview, 27 May 2015). In
contrast, Nicole Cegielski teaches a multiage classroom

Figure 14 Butler University Laboratory
School, Clark, 2nd grade classroom

with third and fourth grader and has a lower quantity of
books compared to Clark. Many of these students are reading chapter books and will invest in
one book for a much longer period of time. It can be said that depending on the grade level a
classroom teacher teaches and the reading level of their students
can reflect how many books are in their classroom library at any
given time (N. Cegielski, personal interview, 28 May 2015).
Another critical aspect of maintaining a classroom library
is making sure that the collection is reflective of the children who
read them. Dean Shelley states, “I also think that literature has to
Figure 15 Harrod's Book Room,
London, England

show the connection to the child. So when I am looking at those
books, am I finding people that look like me? Or the things that I

am interested in? The things that I am curious about? Things that can provoke my thinking.”(E.
Shelley, personal interview, 17 June 2015). When thinking about a collection, it is important
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that children have access to multicultural and international literature that reflects their
background. During the Children’s Literature Study Abroad Tour of Great Britain, children’s
literature was discussed and studied in depth. There are many similarities between British and
American culture, it was also found that literature from this area had its own unique qualities. By
exposing children to British literature, they are given an opportunity to learn about a different
culture. It is also important, that children see books that are reflective of their own heritage and
background. It is the combination of both exposure to differences while embracing individuality,
that can contribute to a powerful and diverse learning community. These ideals can be reflected
in the books that are kept in the classroom library.
Implications
Children should have choice in their classroom library. This reflective in what is
displayed in their classroom library. Children’s interests should guide baskets and they should
lead discussions when new baskets are added or taken away from the library. But most
importantly, children should see themselves in the literature that fills the classroom library. They
should see their interests, their families, their passions, their friends, and their homes. They
should be exposed to the world around them, but also find connections to their own lives
(Routman, 2002).
Dean Shelley also discusses the idea of having a basket where student work is available
to read and check out. If children are writing books, then they should fill the shelves, along with
other authors (E. Shelley, personal interview, 17 June 2015). This contributes to the development
of the reading identity of a child. Ultimately a classroom library has the ability of fostering
confidence in a child, while building a positive reading identity. They are exposed to books that
interest them, that connect with them, and that they can share with other readers. When a library
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is reflective of the children in our classroom, then children will value books and the time spent
reading those books.
Conclusion
The research conducted aims to answer the question-How do I create an environment that
fosters literacy and an interest in books? In my findings, I found that classroom libraries should
be a social space for children, accessible for children, and a reflection of the children in that
classroom. By observing, conversing, and immersing myself in different literacy enriched
environments, I was able to conclude that classroom libraries take on many different designs and
styles. However they all serve a common purpose-to inspire children to read and talk about
books. I found that classroom libraries that promote this purpose are inviting and an integral part
of the classroom community.
While this research answered one question, it also inspired more questions.
Through this experience, I found myself wondering more about classroom libraries and what was
next. I know that my research does not stop here with the conclusion of this thesis. During my
interview with Nicole Celgeski, a third/fourth grade teacher at the Butler University Laboratory
School, the topic of a digital classroom library was discussed. She found that there was a need
for her students to be able to read digitally. As a result, she wrote a grant for Kindles in her
classroom. She now has Kindles available for her students to use (N. Cegielski, personal
interview, 28 May 2015). I wondered what a digital classroom library would look like? How
could it be used in a classroom and what does that mean for a classroom library design?
Along with curiosity about digital classroom libraries, I was also introduced to many
different online book databases during my student teaching experiences. Programs like Raz-Kids
and Myon are frequently used in schools. Both have a similar concept where students can access
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online books that are at their individual reading levels. I am curious about how these programs
either contribute or deter the success of a child’s reading growth. Also, if these types of programs
are district mandated, how do I successfully integrate them into the classroom library and my
literacy instruction so they serve a common purpose? All of these observations also make me
wonder how do basal readers add or detract from classroom libraries. What I am noticing are the
many different elements that teachers juggle in their literacy instruction and how all of those
moving parts come together to inspire students to read.
A larger question too is the collection of books that teachers use for mini lessons. These
texts are vital to effective instruction in all content areas. Do teachers make these texts available
to students to offer more choice or should they wait to share them so classrooms have a common
reading experience together? I have seen both and I am want to know more as I set up my own
text collection and how that organization should look in my classroom.
Questions like the ones mentioned above, push my thinking forward and continue to
challenge me. I am excited to take what I have learned and apply it to my first classroom library
in my own classroom. And as I continue my career as a teacher, I am eager to learn more about
classroom libraries from different colleagues and through daily interactions with the children in
my room. My classroom library will continue to grow and change over the years, as I share this
space with each new group of children.
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Appendix A
To whomever this may concern:
Hello my name is Kalie Bennington and I am about to enter my senior year at Butler University
where I will be completing my degree in elementary education. During this past year, I have been
developing a research project with Dr. Esteves as a culminating project for Butler Summer Institute
and my senior thesis for the Butler University Honors Program. In this letter I will explain this
research project. I will ask for your participation in this study. Please read the following information
carefully before deciding whether or not to give your permission.
Purpose of the Research:
My research will attempt to answer the question, how do I create an environment that fosters literacy
and an interest in books? My research will take an in depth of look of how classroom libraries are
designed and organized that promote literacy development within the elementary grades. I will also
be looking at the types of books that are made available to children and their purpose in the library.
This includes an in-depth look at the importance of multicultural and international literature in the
classroom. All of this research aims to deepen my understanding of the importance of the classroom
library and how I can develop a classroom library that enables literary growth and success for my
students.
Procedures:
I will be conducting interviews with librarians, classroom teachers, bookstore owners/employees, and
Butler University faculty and staff. During the interview, the participant will be asked a series of
predetermined questions, along with follow-up questions if deemed necessary by the interviewer.
The list of questions is attached to this form dependent on the profession of the participant. The
interview will also be captured through an audio recording device to ensure accuracy of the
interview.
Length of Study:
I plan to conduct the study during Butler Summer Institute which runs from May 18, 2015 through
July 16, 2015. I will be interviewing each participant only once.
Risk and Benefits:
The risks for participating in this study would be minimal. The risk would be feeling distressed if you
needed to attend to students, customers, or patrons and not give enough attention the interview. To
make this risk minimal, I will allow for the participants to take breaks and I will make myself flexible
so I can match their schedule.
The benefits for this study include gaining a better understanding of the most effective and efficient
way to build and design a classroom library that promotes growth in the early elementary grades. I
plan on sharing my conclusions and I hope to gain a better understanding of how to run, design, and
organize my own classroom library for my future students.
Extra Time Requirements:
The additional time requirement would be letting me interview you for no more than thirty minutes.
It will also require you to let me photograph your space, but you can continue with your daily
routines during that portion of the process.
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Participation is Voluntary:
Your participation in this study is voluntary. If you choose not to participate in this study, your job or
relationship with Butler University’s College of Education will not be impacted.

Statement of Confidentiality:
You will have a choice if the interview you provide will be kept anonymously. If you choose to be
kept anonymous your name and place of business will be removed from all data and artifacts and
pseudonyms will be used. The list of participants' names and pseudonyms will be kept in a lock
drawer separate from the data. The data will also be kept in a separate locked drawer.
Questions:
If you have any questions about this research study, you may contact the following individuals:
Kalie Bennington
University
kbenning@butler.edu
480-734-3196

Dr. Kelli Esteves

Institutional Review Board of Butler

kesetves@butler.edu

Butler University
4600 Sunset Ave
Indianapolis, IN 46208

*In order to conduct this research study, the Institutional Review Board had to approve the list of
interview questions.

Signing this paper means that you have read this or had it read to you and that you want to be
interviewed for this research project. If you don’t want to be interviewed, don’t sign the paper.
Remember, being interviewed is voluntary.
Yes I want to be interviewed,
Printed Name: _________________________________________________________________
Signature: _____________________________________________________________________
Date: _________________________________
Do you wish to be kept anonymous in this research? (Please check box and then sign)
Yes

No

Printed Name:__________________________________________________________________
Signature:_____________________________________________________________________
Date: ___________________________________
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Appendix B

Interview Questions
For Teachers
1.
2.
3.
4.

What was your process for designing a classroom library?
How do you organize your books in the classroom library?
How do you choose the books that are put in your classroom library?
How often do your students interact with your classroom library and utilize their
resources?
5. Do your students have any say about the way the classroom library is organized? If so,
how and why?
6. Does the design of your classroom library change over the year? If so, how and why?
7. Do you feature books throughout the year in your classroom library? If so, how and why?
8. What is the purpose and function of your classroom library?
9. How does your classroom library contribute to literacy growth in your classroom?
10. Do you feel that your classroom library has impacted the way that children treat and
interact with books? If so, how and why? \
11. How does your classroom library reflect the model of reading that is used in your
classroom?
12. How does the classroom library contribute to the identity of the reader?

For Librarians
How do you organize children’s books in your library?
How do you design a space that is inviting to a child?
How do you choose to feature books in your library?
How do you choose books to stock in your library?
Does your book inventory change over time? If so, how does this process work?
Do you have any programs that engage children with the children’s space in the library?
If so, how and why?
7. How do you think library design affects literacy development in the elementary grades?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

For Bookstore Owners/Employees
How do you choose to organize the children’s books in your store?
How does the organization and design entice children to buy books from your store?
How do you choose what books to feature in your store and put on display?
Do you feel it is important that the children’s section in your bookstore is inviting and
engaging for children? If so, why?
5. How do children interact with the books in your store?
1.
2.
3.
4.

\
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Butler University Faculty and Staff
1. What is the importance and value of a classroom library?
2. How should a classroom library be designed and used to promote best literacy practices?
3. What are the ways we can use a classroom library to foster literacy growth and
development?
4. What types of books should be included in a classroom library and why?
5. How should a classroom library change throughout the year to support literacy growth in
a child?
6. How does a classroom library reflect different theories of reading?
7. How does a classroom library affect reading identity?
8. Do you believe it is importance that students have a say in their classroom library? If so,
why and how?

*Follow up questions will be asked if deemed necessary by the interviewer.
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Appendix C
Marissa Argus, K-1 Teacher
Butler University Laboratory School
Wednesday, May 20, 2015
Bennington: What was your process for designing your classroom library?
Argus: It was definitely something that caused me a lot of anxiety at the beginning of teaching
because I had this big debate about how I wanted to set it up. Do I want to have it leveled? Do I
want to have it by interest? Do I want to do it by author? I had this accumulation of books that
my mom kind of helped me collect. I had been going to garage sales and book sales and
scholastic sales and library sales. So I had all of these books and for different age ranges. So it
took a lot of thinking. What I ended up deciding to do, especially my first year was to do book
baskets. So my first year I had eight baskets and they were centered around topics. I then rotated
those out like every month or so depending on the topics that were were talking about in our
classroom. And it is my sixth year now and that is what I have continued to do. It has worked
really well. Sometimes I rotate in a whole author or I will do like three of the baskets be authors
and others one will be around topics.
Bennington: Do you keep all of your books out for the whole year or do you keep some put
away?
Argus: There is a ton put away because at this point I have about a 1,000 books or like 2,000
books. I have like so many and I feel like if you put them all out then the kids will rifle through
them and they won’t really realize what is there. If you bring them out at different times then it
keeps it special. By rotating them like every three weeks or every month you get to do like a
book basket show off. I get to like “bless the books” by sharing them during morning meeting. I
say “We have a new basket. Let's read all the title of the books inside.” ThenI will do a mini
book talk or I will have kids do book talks about ones they have read. It gets them excited about
them. I feel that it keeps things fresh.
Bennington: How do you choose the books that you put into the classroom library? It is based
on what you are studying at the time or when you feel that it is natural to put them in?
Argus: I do a combination of things. If we are doing an author study, I will put different authors
in. If we are doing something with project work then I like to put those kinds of books in. I also
do like seasonal. So if it is like the fall then we do a ton of harvesting, so I like to have my
garden books out. But then I like to change it up and put garden books out in the spring because
we are doing planting. I always have a basket that has to do with friendship and feelings and
differences amongst people. That is a basket that doesn’t change but the books change. So those
are books that I am reading with the kids and talking with the kids about treating each other
nicely and bullying. A new basket that I think that will always going to remain is books that are
issues of critical literacy. So books that are more challenging topics. So books that have to do
with socioeconomics and gender and race and that has become a passion of mine in this class.
The class has really taken to it and so I think that is a basket that is always going to remain.
Books are going to change but that is something that is always going to stay.
Bennington: Do your students have a say in the way that the classroom library is organized? Do
your students get to label your baskets or put new baskets in the library?
Argus: Yes. At the beginning of the year, especially to help teach them how the books are
organized. I typically don’t start with any books in or they are all in baskets. At the beginning of
the year I just take them (books) all out and lay them on the floor. I have the kids help me
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reorganize them so they can categorize them into the baskets and how they think they would be.
They always label the baskets so it is in their handwriting and I always have them write a
description or I have them draw a picture. I think it is more effective when they do it as opposed
to me because I think the kids pay more attention.
Bennington: So they are really understanding what is in their classroom library?
Argus: Yes.
Bennington: Does the design of the classroom library change over the year. You talked about
how it constantly changes. Is it monthly or when it needs to be?
Argus: Typically I try to change is every three weeks or monthly. But if kids are super interested
in a basket it stays. If I notice that kids aren’t going to the basket, like right now my kids stopped
going to the Dr. Seuss books after two weeks so I switched it out. There is no need if they aren’t
interested. I did a couple of books talks and we read a couple of them and they weren’t getting
excited about them, so I just switched them.
Bennington: Would you say your classroom library looks different from year to year depending
on the students in your room?
Argus: Definitely. It is all about their interest.
Bennington: So you really base your classroom library on the students that are in your
classroom at the time?
Argus: Absolutely. For example, this year my kids are obsessed with dogs. So like having a dog
basket with lots of different dog books was necessary. I wanted to balance that by putting
together a cat basket or a different animal basket. That has been something that is super unique
this year. In the past we have done a lot of insect books but that hasn’t been a passion of the kids
this year.
Bennington: Do you feel that your classroom library has impacted the way that children treat
and interact with books?
Argus: Oh my gosh, yes. They love the library. So I use the library a lot. During arrival it is
always like a choice. You can always go and read books. During read, rest, rate time, it is always
a choice. If we are transitioning between activities, I always make it one point in the day like
when you are done go grab a book in the library and find a peaceful spot. The kids get so excited
to pick up a new book that they haven’t read or go back to a book that they have been reading. It
is just a fixture of our classroom. It is an expectation that you look in the books in there and you
enjoy them and you look at them with friends.
Bennington: So it is really valued in your classroom?
Argus: Absolutely.
Bennington: How do your classroom reflect a specific model of reading that is used in your
classroom?
Argus: I would say for sure that my classroom library reflects a whole language approach. So
not exactly focused on the phonetic. The books are not leveled per the student’s guiding reading
levels by Fountas and Pinnell. Even though we use those, that is not what this is for. This library
is to foster a love of reading and to foster enjoyment. A lot of these books are books that I do
doing read alouds and for my teaching points in my mini lessons. Then I want the kids to go back
and look at them and read them on their own. So it is definitely more about putting together the
meaning of the story and using the pictures and focusing on the words and looking at it with a
small group of friends and figuring it out what it says.
Bennington: You have talked about how you use the Fountas and Pinnell system, but you don’t
ever keep those books in your classroom library?
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Argus: I don’t. I keep those separate. That is something that I wonder a lot about too. Like for
me, it is more of an organizational thing. Just because those books are leveled readers and there
are so many of them and they are so small that it would get insane if I tried to organize them and
put them in baskets. Plus when they are picking books, I want them to have a variety. I want
them to have the read alouds in their bags but I also want them have like 75% of the leveled
readers in their bags, so they are getting like a balance.
Bennington: Do you let them choose those or do you give them those books?
Argus: So I lay out an assortment with basically like in their zone of proximal development. So
like on the lower end I have like these are “beach reads” and on the higher end these are going to
be a struggle. I will lay out like three levels for a spectrum of kids. Then they are welcome to
come and pick four or five books or whatever the magic number is. They look through or they
look to see what they are interested in. They have to see if they are just right.
Bennington: So they are taking the ownership of picking and choosing their own book?
Argus: Yes.
Bennington: At the beginning of the year, do you teach your students how to pick books for
themselves?
Argus: That is a ton of teaching about “how do you know it is a just right book?” and “how do
you know if you are going to be interested in it?” And teaching them how to pick it and as the
year goes on, then you can kind of step back. At this point, it can be happening on the other side
of the room and they know they can pick five or four or whatever I say. I know that the books are
laid out for them when I call their name and they can just do it. And that is really cool.
Bennington: What types of book do you put in your classroom library? Where the question
stems from is that I have seen some teachers only put “higher quality” literature in their baskets
or in their classroom libraries and not put books that kids are interested in like Captain
Underpants or Disney books. Do you have an opinion on that?
Argus: I think it is important to have a balance. I kind of feel that way about Curious George
books, but the kids like them. If it gets them interested in books and reading, then thats fine. I
know a teacher a couple of doors down who has a Disney basket because the kids are excited
about the books and it’s literature. So that is not something I am going to do for a read aloud. But
from time to time if the kids are interested in it then I have no problem putting a basket in. No
problem at all.
Bennington: How does the classroom library contribute to the identity of a reader?
Argus: Well I think there is something in there for everyone at all times. I think it is important to
look at what the kids’ needs are and what their interests are. We want them to believe that they
are readers and readers look different aspects of books and at different times in kindergarten and
first grade. Sometimes readers looks like someone who looks at the pictures. Sometimes a reader
looks like someone who is decoding words. Sometimes a reader looks like someone who reads
chapter books. But it is important to reinforce all of those different things and have all of those
books in the library so there is something for everything. And I think just making it an
expectation that like “Go grab a book from the library and go find a spot.” It is something that is
important to us and it is valued. Reading is just something that we do.
Bennington: How does the classroom library contribute to literacy growth in your classroom
library?
Argus: The best way to get better at reading is to read more and be exposed. I love that this
library like that the kids aren’t just reading independently, they are also reading together or in
pairs or in small groups. I think that is huge too, the collaborative piece is really important.
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Nicole Cegielski, 3-4 Teacher
Butler University Laboratory School
Thursday May 28, 2015
Bennington: What was the process of designing your classroom library?
Cegielski: I have gone through several phases. I have moved grade levels from first and second
to now I am in third and fourth. So part of it was developmentally I felt that this year I wanted to
go more with the genre as the way that I organized books. Sometimes I have done levels to help
kids decide what books are just right with them. This year I went away from that. So I sorted my
books by genre. Then when I saw what I had, I created the buckets and where each grouping
would be. Then I did a lot of work with the students when school started. They wrote signs like
some of the cards on the baskets that show what the baskets are. I have some series books
displayed so kids can see that I have this whole series if they are into it. And then also this year I
have tried to incorporate more like student response. So there is a quote wall where after a
student reads a book and there is a quote that really stood out for them then they can add it to the
wall. Then there is what book you are into. Then they have kind of like clothespin where they
can put up whatever book they are reading or a book that they can recommend. So kids can see
what other kids are reading.
Bennington: At the beginning of the year, do you do like a series of mini lessons to set up the
work that you do with your classroom library?
Cegielski: Yes. We set agreements. I have done it differently in different years. Most kids prefer
to have a book return and have librarians, who are more skilled students at sorting where the
books go back. So that is what they decided this year. I have a book return and the students
decided that. Then the librarians just work together to make sure things are in the right buckets.
Then when we switch librarians those librarians train the next librarians.
Bennington: Because of the way that you have set your library up through mini lessons, does
that impact the way that children treat your books?
Cegielski: Yes. They are cherished books. There are books that get passed around because we
are talking about what we love to read and lots of people want to read them. So we talk about the
difference between well-loved and abused books. I have a lot of really well-loved books because
tons of kids have read them. But I often don’t really find pen all over a book or like something
intentional. It is more like yeah that book has been in a lot of kid’s hands. Then some of my
books are old, so they are going to fall apart sometime. I would say, yeah, the quality of how
they take care of it is impacted by how much we care about the space.
Bennington: How do you choose what books you put into your classroom library?
Cegielski: I guess at the beginning it was like whatever books I had, but now I have been
teaching for five years and I am a little bit more thoughtful. Like I have never seen anybody read
this book, so I am going to take it out. I guess just different things over the year have come up. I
realized that my picture books were not culturally or racially diverse. So I wrote a grant and got
books that were about different cultures and characters that look different so it wasn’t just all one
race in my picture books. So just little things like that have slowly shaped what I have now. I
have a lot of series and high interest books. I have all the Magic Treehouse books. I have a lot of
Judy Moody. Then throughout the year I used Scholastic book clubs. So if something is like a hot
item I try to get a couple of copies of that to add to my library. It is like growing throughout the
year with the kids too. Like a new Diary of a Wimpy Kid came out this year and they love that.
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So that was something that got added. So I try to use student interest and also what I know are
great books and what I know about the kids.
Bennington: When you get a new book do you just kind of put the book in the library or do you
talk about the book before you put into your classroom library?
Cegielski: I usually talk about it before, that would be the norm. I guess, I can’t think of a new
book that have thrown over there. I usually talk about it and see who wants to read it. This is
going in another direction, but we also raffle books off. So you know how a library have hot
copies and have a shorter period of time that you can read them? We do that. So when Diary of a
Wimpy Kid came out, we had a book sign up for whoever wanted to read. Then I just drew names
for whoever would be the first few. And so that book has never been in the library because it has
just been passed around. It is really interesting on how that works out. There was like a stack of
chapter books that was just going around because everyone was reading it.
Bennington: So those books never made it back to the library because they were being passed
from kid to kid?
Cegielski: Right. And then sometimes when it is done being loved we have to talk about where
does this book go. I just had a conversation like that today. “Where should we put this book?”
Bennington: So they have a say of where books go into the classroom library?
Cegielski: The categories are fluid. Some are really broad just like chapter books. Some are
really specific like award winners. So there could be an award winner in just the chapter book
bin, which is totally fine. Then some kids take that more seriously than others. So they see that it
is an award winner so we should put this back. Some kids just go through the books the way they
are and it doesn’t bother them. So yeah they definitely have a say. There is a bucket of friendship
books. There are tons of books you can consider to be friendship books. I like it be opened to
interpretation. As long as they can justify it.
Bennington: So you kind of set up the classroom library and then you take a step back as the
year goes on and they start to take ownership of the library.
Cegielski: Yes. We revisit the library multiple times throughout the year for various reasons.
Maybe there are a lot of books out of place, so maybe we revisit. After breaks a lot of times we
like revisit taking care of it.
Bennington: Would you say that the classroom library is apart of your classroom community?
Cegielski: It is for sure a staple in here. The kids love to be in the library. That is an area of the
room that they like to be in and working in.
Bennington: Do you feature books throughout the year in your classroom library? I know you
talked about your series, but is there anything else?
Cegielski: I have featured authors, which I haven’t switched for a very long time. I let the kids
vote on who they would like to learn more about. Then I feature that author and I will type
something about them and the types of books that they write and then I will share that with the
kids and then I will have a chunk of books that are just written by them in that basket for a period
of time. Again, ideally it is by interest. So at the beginning of when I feature new authors,
everyone is really interested. But I haven’t switched them in a long time and I know it is up to
me to change it and get them re-excited. But other than that, not really. That is pretty much that
is something that is changing. I guess another thing that we do, if we are studying something and
this is off the library, I have one of the tiered shelves. So when we were studying poetry and all
the books we were using to study poetry everyday, were displayed in that shelf, so kids can get
them and read them during independent time. So in a way those books are featured.
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Bennington: Do you have all of your books out in your classroom library or do you switch them
in and out?
Cegielski: I try to switch them in and out. I have just a set of books that are more just like read
aloud books that I want to have on hand for teaching purposes. So those just stay and I just use
them. When I use it and read it, then it will get passed around for a little while. Then I put it back
on the shelf. I would say about 80% of the books I own are out.
Bennington: How does your classroom library contribute to the identity of the reader.
Cegielski: For me, as a reading teacher, it is just all about the book they have. So much depends
on that. Are they going to be engaged? Are they actually going to read? Is there comprehension
can grow and be pushed and challenged? That all comes down to what they are actually reading.
I think that is a way that it forms their identity because I can notice what types of books they are
reading. It is just interesting. You can learn so much about the child as a reader by observing
how they interact with the library. Some kids are very much they know their next books and they
get it from their library with their parents or their parents order them new books constantly. So
the library isn’t a big part of their identity. And other kids are like can I take this book home with
me because I want to keep reading it. That tells so much about them as a reader. It is a huge part
of how I learn about them.
Bennington: Do the kids do any like book shopping? Do they have any book bags?
Cegielski: My book bags are hanging back there. I am in an interesting stage with that. When I
taught primary grades, I always had book bags full and they took them to their spot. Now with
intermediate grades, most kids are reading like one book and they are sticking to it over a period
of days. So, I have baskets on the table and that kind of has the book that people are into at that
moment that they want closer to them. Then they still have access to their bags, but I don’t know
if they are sick of them because they have had them for so many years. A lot of the classrooms
have bags because that is how most of organize so them or I don’t if it like an age thing or like an
adult thing. You kind of have that book or two books that you are into. You don’t really have a
bag of books. So, I don’t know what I am going to do with those next year. That will probably be
something that the kids weigh in on. Why aren’t we using them? Do you want them? Do you
need them? I like them because of organization. So with book shopping when I taught primary, I
gave them a day that they would go shopping. Then I would try to be there when they were
shopping for books. I have way gone away from that this year. I used to put a day up that they
could go shopping in the morning, but I wouldn’t really like check if they were. I don’t know, at
this point, they need to know when their book is almost done and they need to go get a new book
before it ends. We just do a lot of talking about that.
Bennington: So they just take a lot of responsibility for it?
Cegielski: Yes. I don’t like shopping during reader’s workshop because I want them to be
maximizing the actual reading time, but I have also realize, and again I try to relate it to adult
life, you do get to a place where you need to find that next book and it does take awhile. You talk
to people and do whatever. I have tried to value that and just try to make sure that no one is over
there, totally playing around, not choosing a book on purpose. Most of the time, they are like
legitimately reading covers and see what would be a next good fit. I would let it happen during
reader’s workshop, but I don’t want it to take over the reading time.
Bennington: If you have to yes but have them plan for it in the morning?
Cegielski: Yes or other times during the day when they have a minute and looking to try and
figure out their next book. So, I just have been very loose about that and see what naturally
happens. I will then have kids all the time who will ask me to help them find a good back. Like
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they are having trouble finding a good book. Which I love, but it is also an interesting challenge
about when I am going to sit down with you and do that with you. Like during reading time, I
should be conferring. I guess that is a conference, what is your next book? But if you have a
small group to do or guiding reading, I don’t know if I should pick a day where I am available to
help pick books or to shop. I am in an interesting questioning place right now, because a lot of
the things that I did that worked very well for second grade and first and second grade, they are
growing out of it. I want them to grow out of it. I am just trying to figure out how that will reflect
in the procedures that I set up.
Bennington: That is interesting too because I have looked at a lot of primary grades and I have
seen one other fifth grade classroom, and then your third/fourth grade classroom and it is really
interesting to see how children interact with the books. There is still variety in the books, but
they aren’t as shopping as much. They are not going to the library as much, but they are still
going there everyday, but not to shop for books. It is an interesting shift and something that I
have noticed.
Cegielski: I am trying to figure out what I am going to do next year. The current third graders
now, will probably have a lot of say because they have seen the year went with me. We are doing
some reflecting pieces. They will have a big say like how they start things off. I will ask how
things went. I am really curious about the bags. We have talked about it a little bit. Just things
like that based on what I get from the students will help me decide how I will start in the
summer. Then I will have to figure out how the new students will adapt.
Bennington: It is interesting to have new students and old students in the beginning of the year.
Cegielski: It is awesome because you have that solid group of kids who know you and what you
expect, so the first day of school is so much easier than when it’s the first day of school and you
have a brand new class where you don’t know anyone. That part of it is really awesome. An
interesting part of relating to libraries though is that if you have a kid for two years, they can read
a lot of your library. They can read a lot of interesting books in your library in two years. THat is
a long time. That gives me more of a reason to be a little bit more purposeful about what I put
out when and switching them, and it feels new and constantly changing. It might be an upper
grades thing because usually I have tons of picture books. When you make the jump into chapter
books between first and second or second and third, then you have a whole new level of my
library that you can look into. But, now if you come in reading chapter books, they need more
from the library.
Bennington: Are you constantly shopping for books?
Cegielski: When I do Scholastic stuff, I am just like this book is great and I am going to order a
couple of copies with it. I order it with points and that is how I get a lot of new books.
Randomly, there is an app called booksource that you can treat your library more like a library.
Kids can check things out with an iPad. I am debating if I want to scan and have an inventory
and actually who has what book from my classroom library checked out.
Bennington: What is your opinion on it? Is it a good thing or a bad thing? Does it take away
from some of that trust factor or is it more for you as a teacher to keep records of what they are
reading?
Cegielski: I want it more for keeping records of what they are reading. I would never have done
it in younger grades. I think it something about them being responsible to handle it and to to
check in and check out. I think they might think that it is really cool. But also I think keeping
track of their reading. There is a rating. The kids love to rate the books that they read and
something that we do a lot here. Like how many stars would you give a book? And just valuing
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that you might think it is a one star book and someone else might think it is a five star book. On
that app, when they check that book in, they can give it a rating. I think that is interesting that I
can pull up what they have read and see how they have been reading throughout the year. But, I
don’t know. It also sounds like a lot of work. I have no idea how many books I actually have. I
would say a couple hundred of books.
Bennington: We talked a little bit about what types of books you choose. I know there is a
debate about putting any book in your library or only putting what is deemed high quality
literature in your library?
Cegielski: I am in the middle with that. I have some books like Scooby-Doo or Spongebob. If it
high interest for that kid at that time and that is what they are finding joy from, then that is fine
with me and that is what they are reading. I would say I would try to lean towards more high
quality books. In my opinion, even the series books, I don’t think those are super high quality,
but I think they are better than a Disney book. So I guess, I have like all three. I have books that
are award winners and really thoughtful. I also have a lot of nonfiction. I just care more about if
they are actually reading it and enjoying it and getting something out of it.
Bennington: Is there anything else about your classroom library that I should take way with me?
Cegielski: I got Kindles through a grant. I have five of them. That is something that I am playing
around with too. That is something that I would hope to start seeing in classrooms.
Bennington: So is that like an online library? Are all of the books on there at once? Is it all
under one account, is that how it works?
Cegielski: That is the really complicated part that I have not figured out 100%. I might just call
Amazon and do you have teachers using these and how they are doing it. Right now it is under
my personal account which is interesting because I am a big reader too. When I check out a book
for my own personal Kindle, I obviously don’t want it on these Kindles. The kids wouldn’t want
to read it anyways, but they just don’t need it. The syncing among is hard. So when they ask me
where I went to send this book to, I have like ten options because I have iPads in my classroom
that I use the Kindle app and I also have the Kindles. So it is like Nicole’s 6th Kindle, Nicole’s
7th Kindle, and it just like too many Kindles. So one way I have been dealing with this is that
these are not on the school wifi. I just like take them home and put them on my wifi and like buy
new books and sync new things. So here they just have their options. Also, because it is linked to
my personal account and like to my credit card, I don’t want them shopping for new books. On
the iPads they download tons of samples all the time. That is a great way to read it, but I need to
figure out a better way to find out if they read the sample and loved it. They need to tell me that
they want it, so I can try to work and get it for you. It is awesome because it is immediate. If
someone wants a book, I can get it pretty fast. It is also really complicated in managing all of it.
Bennington: Does it cost more to buy ebooks or does it cost less?
Cegielski: It is usually a little bit less. You can’t find the $2 sales. I get all of the emails about
these books being 99 cents right now. They are usually going back to the quality literature
conversation, they are not that high of quality. Sarah Clark and I have a lot of dialogue about this
type of stuff. She had a really good idea. Maybe I have a binder that has the book covers and
reviews or something about what books are available on that Kindle. Then there would be a way
for kids to sign up. What I will probably do is invest, instead of buying real new books, and
invest in ebooks.
Bennington: I have heard of iPads, and one-to-one, but I have never thought about Kindles.
Cegielski: Would would be even better is if I could find a way to either have, like they aren’t
meant to be shared. You are meant to have your personal Kindle. It would be really cool if I
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could have one-to-one or if kids could sign in on their email addresses and it could be more
personalized. I think we are way far. I think that is the way distant future. I think this is a good
starting point and the kids love them and I want them to know what reading digitally feels like.
So much of what we read is digital. You can also check out books through the library. That is
cool because if someone wants a book then I can request it from the library and it comes pretty
quick. Then you can just digitally download it. There is no way you can lose it. They can’t forget
to return it, which is another thing that happens a lot to teachers. You have books from the public
library and they get lost and then you get finds. That part of it is really cool. I am almost
wondering if I should have a class email account that they are linked to that has all books for the
kids. I guess that would be my thing, that I hope other teachers start experimenting with.
Bennington: That is a really cool way to think about what classroom libraries could look like.
Cegielski: And a really cool way for schools to think about inventory and make things a lot
easier if you had a set of books that can go on Kindles all over your school. It is a lot easier. I
don’t know if their limits or if you can’t have the same books on more than a certain number of
kindles.
Sarah Clark, 2nd Grade Teacher
Butler University Laboratory School
Wednesday May 27, 2015
Bennington: What was your process for designing your classroom library?
Clark: As a teacher mine has evolved. As a first year teacher, I just knew I needed books. So I
just got a lot of books and put them in baskets. The second year I still had a lot of books in
baskets. My second year of teaching was the year we opened the lab school. So I knew they
(books) were important. So I just got a lot of books. So the third year, I actually worked with
Cathy Hartman and over the summer we laid out all of my books. I probably at that point had
600, 700 books. We laid them all out and we kind of did like a sorting. What books were in
common? What kind of piles can we come up with? Because the topics, you can’t just pick that
and have books, you have to look at your own books and understand how they are organized. So,
I started that and that was my third year, fourth year, and fifth year. So the last three years, I have
just done small adaptations to it. Like a couple of the baskets have changed because I got a grant
for yoga books. And my kids this year are fascinated with nonfiction, so I put more nonfiction in
the library. But from that one initial sort, I just kind of got the books really organized. They are
organized in my closet by the baskets that I had kept them in. So one, I can easily get to them if
the kids want them, or two, I can easily pull them out and shift my library.
Bennington: Are all of your books displayed in your library?
Clark: No, they are in here. Do you want to see them? (takes me to a closet.) I probably only
have like half of them on display right now.
Bennington: How many books do you think you have?
Clark: I do not know. A lot. They are full into the back. Because there are so many, I have to
keep them super organized. Some of these aren’t full like this one because my Newbery and
other award winning books are out in the library. And my Dr. Seuss are out in the library. My
life cycles are out. Recycling is out. Weather is out. Biography is out. And keep in mind that I
have taught K to 3. So I also have a wide variety too. Last year when I had third grade, I wrote a
really huge grant and got a bunch of intense chapter books. And you will see there is a lot of
them in my baskets now because I only have a few kids ready for those now. I pulled them out as
needed. So I have a ton of chapter books out, but the more way advanced Newbery, like the ones
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you have to talk through with the kids are in here (closet). Then I have books with CDs so kids
can listen to books. So about half of my books are out, so I guess I have like 1500 books, maybe
more.
Bennington: How do you choose the books that go into your classroom library? Like how do
you choose when to pull books out and put them away?
Clark: Its totally on the kids, really. I try with my feature authors, which is kind of shabby right
now because I had feature authors for the study we were doing and then I switched back to the
old feature authors because the kids still wanted them. My featured authors, I switch every two
months. It is a goal for every month, but that is unrealistic because it is just not going to happen
for me. Those are really intentional that I want to introduce new authors to them. So like ones
they might not have read or not familiar with, I put those there purposefully. But the rest of the
baskets are two things. One, what my kids are interested in or any upcoming studies. Like we did
the nonfiction readers unit in the January/February time frame. So before that I switched out and
put a bunch of nonfiction in the library. We are doing a lot of nonfiction writing right now so I
left it in the library.
Bennington: When you put new books in the library, do you have a discussion with your kids
about putting new books in your library? Or do you just let them explore it?
Clark: No, we have a full morning meeting on it. I will cover half of the library with a sheet or
something. Like with the feature authors, when I switch those out, I cover it with a sheet and we
talk about it. We reveal and talk about each author. Same thing with the baskets, I cover them
and then we explore the baskets together.
Bennington: Do you feel when you cover it with a sheet are they more engaged and more
willing to explore those new baskets?
Clark: Oh, yeah. They are totally excited about it.
Bennington: How often do your students interact with your classroom library and utilize its
resources?
Clark: Definitely everyday. Every morning after their morning work. Some teachers when they
finish their morning work have them stay in their spot and read a book. That was here literally a
week ago because we had to work on behavior management pieces. I have never done that. I
have always said just read. I want the library to be like a real library where they feel comfortable
laying on the pillows or feel comfortable sitting in a chair. So every morning out kids in it.
During reader’s workshop, they cannot switch books. During reader’s workshop, I want them to
be reading. But, there are some kids who will go grab a book at the beginning that is not in their
bag and they want to read it. And then anytime we have extra time, I say “go read.”
Bennington: They don’t always have to pull from their book bags? Is that just for reader’s
workshop?
Clark: Oh no. They do not always have to pull from their book bags because I want it to be a
free for all. In the morning they don’t pull from their book bags.
Bennington: They just kind of go in the library and explore it?
Clark: Yes. Unless there is a kid who is really into their books. I had that more last year. I had
kids who were reading consistent, longer books and they wanted to go back to those books. This
year I have a lot more kids who are frequent readers of more challenging picture books or shorter
chapter books, so they do not need to be like hooked into the whole time.
Bennington: They shop for books once a week?
Clark: Yeah. I have a system where four or five kids each day where they know that is their day
to pick books. they do that after their morning work. But, I am not super strict with that. I set that
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system up so they know they have a designated day. But if I have a kid who comes up to me and
says that he do not pick books until tomorrow, can he have a book? I am like “yeah, go get a
book.” It's not strict enough that they can’t go on an opposite day. They do have time carved out
that they know they can.
Bennington: I know you have a school library, and I know you have a really expansive
classroom library, do you pull books from the school library and put them in your classroom
library or use them for mini lessons? What is the relationship between the two.
Clark: I use the school library and the Marion County library for books that I need to teach with.
I am pretty hesitant to put those in their reader’s workshop bag. Solely, because if they lose them
then I am responsible for them. But, I do it with some kids. I make them deals. So like if I don’t
have a book they want, I will have them write it down and I will get it for them. Then I just know
that child has that book. And because they are so excited about it and they are so possessive
about it they are going to give it to me right back to me when they are done. I have been teaching
for five years and I have lost one book. It was a child last year who was literally obsessed,
fixated with foxes. And it was a book about foxes and I am pretty sure she took it with her over
the summer. Then at that point just let them have it and I will pay the find. I just want them to
like books. If I don’t have it in my library, I tell them that it is my job to get it for you. I use
Marion County and our school library, mostly get individual books that kids have read and to get
books that I need to teach with.
Bennington: Do your students have a say about the way the classroom library is organized. If so,
how and why?
Clark: I have the general set up. About the same amount of time like when I switch the featured
authors, I have them go through the baskets and make sure the baskets fit the topics. A great
example is careers. I put careers in with something random because I didn’t have a lot of books
and it wasn’t a super interesting topic for everyone. I hadn’t had them out this year. But they
were like that can only go with such and such topic. Whatever one it is in, they were very
adamant that it needed to go there. We had a whole class conversation and I cut a new piece of
fabric, my labels are just fabric, and we added that to it. I have a bunch of books that are antibully to help with community and they were in friendship. The kids were very adamant that they
were not friendship books because people were not being kind. That was the beginning of the
year and we had to make a whole new basket. They could not be in friendship. They were very
against it.
Bennington: So they feel like they have ownership of their library?
Clark: Oh yeah.
Bennington: So it is very much their library? This isn’t just Mrs. Clark’s library, this is our
library?
Clark: I think this year these kids haven’t grasped it as intensely. I still think they are not as sure
sometimes but I think that is just the kids who are in this class. Last year, you couldn’t have
stopped them.
Bennington: They would have just changed it without your permission?
Clark: Yeah.
Bennington: Does that help shape the identity of the reader in your classroom?
Clark: Oh yeah. For sure because it is accessible to them. The part that it is not just about the
library but a bigger conversation about books and reading. So if I say I can’t get it, write it down.
So I literally have multiple post-its with kids asking me for certain books. It is just because they
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want to read them. If you give it to them they want to read it. Damuryan is requesting books. It is
not just the higher readers because they feel like they are readers.
Bennington: We talked a little about featured books in your classroom. I know you have
featured authors, but do you have other featured books.
Clark: Typically we have one or two books that sit on easels and they are book
recommendations from either direct students or people who work in the building. It says “My
favorite book is this...because…” I always start out the year with Mr. Smith or Mr. Lucas,
people who are not in the classroom so to see that other people are readers. I have had our
custodians recommend books. They have actually come in and read books to kids.
Bennington: Do you feel that your classroom library has impacted the way that children treat
and interact with books?
Clark: Oh yeah, they are devastated about if there is a tiny centimeter of a tare. At this point I
am like there is a tare, move on. But because they take it so seriously, they are upset if there is a
tare. They come to me during anything to tell me there is a tear.
Bennington: At the beginning of the year, do you do like mini lessons about the classroom
library? How does that process work?
Clark: That is the first six weeks. We do a lot of classroom introduction. One, the classroom’s
stamina is not up to a full workshop time, you have a regular reader’s workshop but it is about
half the time. So I typically use the other half of the time to talk about the classroom library. That
is a lot of things. That is our book recommendations, practicing a book talk, talking about our
favorite books, looking at the featured authors, organizing the baskets, and talking about the
books returns and how you return books.
Bennington: I remember seeing how children go back and sort the books.
Clark: There is a book return. They go through and sort them.
Bennington: So they become really familiar with the layout of the classroom library so it
becomes part of their environment in the classroom?
Clark: Yes. They will ask me where does this go. I will tell them to figure it out and look at the
book. I don’t ever tell them where it goes because honestly most books could go in like three
baskets. I don’t really care where they go as long as the kids can find them. So it doesn’t really
matter to me.
Bennington: How do you introduce a new book into your classroom library?
Clark: Typically in morning meetings, but you don’t have to do it then. I got probably 10 or 12
books randomly this year. We did a quick book talk, like 10 or 15 seconds for each one. Then I
asked what kid wanted to read them and I just handed it out. I don’t often put a book straight into
the library. Actually I never do that. I always introduce the book or see who wants to read it or I
know someone who want to read it and give it to them personally. I will say, “Will you try this
out for me. I don’t know, I haven’t read it yet. I just want to see if someone would read it before
we put it in the library.”
Bennington: Do you bring the book and you put it into the library or does that kid who is
reading it put it into the library?
Clark: If they like it a lot, then I have them do a book talk and then possibly a book
recommendation on the wall. And then they put it into the library or give it to somebody else. If
they don’t really like it then we bring it back and talk about it and see if anybody else wants to
try it. But chances are, they will like it. If not, then it is okay because not every reader has to like
every book. Then it just moves onto the next person.
Bennington: Will you put in any books into your classroom library?
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Clark: I am not super picky. I am not like there is a book I look at and say I don’t want that in
my library. If there is a book I don’t want in my library which means it is broken or super
outdated or just not of interest to any kids. I typically send it home with somebody. To be honest,
I don’t really turn down books. I sort through them and if it doesn’t fit in with our library, which
is pretty much outdated and not super popular then I send it home with a kid.
Bennington: Do you level books in your library? I know you teach them about finding just right
books.
Clark: I have parent volunteers do that. But according to how the books are in the library, they
are not leveled. I have parent volunteers who have extra time who will come in and level books
for me. At the beginning of the year, they were all leveled but I have gotten new books and they
are not all leveled now. So they look it up on the Scholastic book leveler. It is like online website
and they put the level on the back. The kids do not know that is there, that is solely for me.
Bennington: So you never would point that out to a kid?
Clark: No.
Dr. Deborah Corpus
Butler Univeristy, College of Education
Monday, June 15, 2015
Bennington: What is the importance and value of the classroom library?
Corpus: The importance is that is the soul and heart of the classroom. If you don’t have a
classroom library, then why are you there? I know that sounds extreme, but I am talking as a
reading teacher and as a former English teacher. The classroom library is what entices kids to
learn your subject. There is this quote I have used before, “The classroom library is the appetizer
and the school library is the feast.” Maybe it’s the school library is the second appetizer and the
public library is the feast. You have to give them nibbles and tastes so they see why this is a
great thing to do. Wow this is reading and getting lost in a book. If you want to get lost in a book
then you have to have books there for kids to get lost in. That’s why the classroom library is
important. I am going to talk you on a more practical level about why the classroom library is
important. We are all creatures of habit and creatures of comfort. If we have to walk 20 feet to
get something, we won’t get it. But if it right on our side, we will use it. If I know there is this
perfect that I could use in the moment and right now this child has asked me this wonderful
question, I know this perfect book I could use to highlight it all. But it is in the public library and
I have to get it tonight and bring it to school tomorrow. I am going to lose that moment. But if I
can say, “You know you are wondering about how authors write little blurbs about themselves,
let me take a look a couple of books and see how authors do it.” Then I pull them off the shelf.
Then I can capture that moment. And if I say, “You were wondering how to write a biography.
Let me show you Joe Louis. Lets see how this author writes this biography.” We have read it in
class and I can pull it out. I can have that classroom library be my source for my anchor texts and
my mentor texts. So, I need those books I can’t teach without at my fingertips, rather than
running down to the library. So for the sake of convenience, but really for the sake of
immediacy, capturing that child just at the right moment and put that book in their hands, I have
to have a classroom library. It has to be organized so I can find things. There are all sorts of
things that get wrapped up in this classroom library. When I taught eighth grade, what are my
major themes in literature? I have got my anthology. If all I have is my anthology there, then it is
pretty poor soup for kids. But if I have other books that go along with those themes or other
articles that go along with those themes. I am not just thinking books, but pictures too. All those
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sources of information, I have those handy. I can put what is in that anthology into a broader
context. I can sell that theme. I can sell that genre. I can make kids love it. That whole notion of
having a shared text, and I use Joe Louis and Grandfather's Journey, I think we bond as a class
over those two books. I do Grandfather’s Journey in the beginning of the semester and everyone
has an emotional reaction. When we share those emotional reactions, you find out who is
missing home. Who has been transplanted? Who has had an experience out west? We start
bonding over that. But that emotional piece in that book, we can identify that. We are all torn
over home and where we are. So, as a class we bond over that. Most people come into our class
never hearing of Joe Louis. We read that story. We do that thumbs up and thumbs down and we
bet on those outcomes of those fights. We feel that disappointment when he loses to Max
Schmelling that first time. And then we feel that resolve when he wins. We feel all of those
emotions together. The best thing is after I have a class and they are on break and they are sitting
there with youtube videos of the fights. I mean, talk about bonding. We are invested. We have an
experience that is unique to us. Everybody walked in not knowing. Now we all know. And now
we are crazy about this man and his story. So classroom libraries allow me to have those texts
that I can use to bond with the class and then I can keep coming back to and use to teach writing.
“Do you remember in Joe Louis when they used this line?” Then I can show that line in Joe
Louis. Or I can say, “Do you want to know how to write biography. Lets look at Joe Louis. Now
lets look at this book he has done on another baseball player. Lets see how he sets it up. He has a
formula. Oh my gosh, they are both written in a formula.” We can make those discoveries
because I can pull from my classroom library and show them. Then I can I say, “Does every
author use this formula? When you go to library, lets pull another biography. Is it the same
formula?” I can bond with the books. I can use them to give us a common experience, where we
are all invested in that learning. Then I can come back to it and look at it in more detail. I can
look at it in terms of structure and word choice. If I read Joe Louis and said, “let's look at this
writer and how he wrote it,” we would have lost it. We have to have that shared experience
where we read it and you can read it. Then I can teach those details. You know that book so well.
then you are willing to look at those details.
Bennington: So instead of going to straight to analyzing the book, you love it first?
Corpus: You love it first. That is how we should be approaching literature. We love it first, then
we take a look at it. We do shortcut things, but reading takes time. Reading is thinking. Reading
is feeling. Reading is living in your mind about what is going on in these books. And that takes
time. If we don’t provide the time, we get short circuited. Then we get a lot of frustrated kids out
there who hate reading. Many kids have not had a chance to become a ludic reader, a reader who
gets lost in a book.
Bennington: That reminds of me what I read in Donalynn Miller’s Reading in the Wild where
she talks about how she just wants them reading. They are reading from day one. Right now I
don’t care what they are reading, I just want them reading. They have got to love reading and go
on those book binges. Then we can go further and add depth to our conversations.
Corpus: So many kids equate reading with recalling words. If that is your definition of reading,
then you have never really read. When I have got to do is provide them with that experience of
getting lost in a book and having those images in their mind. When they tell me they don’t hear
voices when they read, I am like you don’t hear voices? You don’t hear the expression? You
don’t hear a little voice saying the words? If they do they have the mumble reading voice like
Charlie Brown. No, you have to hear the voices! That is why I read aloud the way I do, so they
start seeing and hearing the voices that are supposed to be in their heads. There is this old article
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called “Let Them Read Junk.” It is that notion that I have got to get them reading. Let them read
comic books. Let them read graphic novels. They need to have that experience of loving a book.
Bennington: That is interesting because I went visited schools. I had some teachers who will put
about anything in their classroom library. Like I know my kids are interested in Disney books. If
that is what they are interested in then I am going to let them read that. Then there were some
teachers that will not put that in their classroom library because it is not quality.
Corpus: Look at Frankie Zimmerson’s work. There are things that she won’t put in her
classroom library and it is not necessarily junk vs. junk. For example she does not put the Eye
Witness books in her classroom library. Kids will get these out of the classroom library and they
will read them but they are not extended texts. And so they don’t get immersed, it is like picking
up an appetizer at a party. Get this and a little bit of that. You don’t get a sense of just reading
that. So she does not put this kind of books in. She has a whole set of kinds of book that she does
not put in because she wants her kids to get immersed in a book, not just superficially shuffle
through the book and look at pictures. It is not necessarily a quality thing, but what kind of
reading do we want them doing? If we want them to get lost in a book mentally, then we have to
provide them with books that have enough length and depth. For example, joke books. Kids love
reading joke books, but they do not give them continuity. If I read a book written by a comic,
you can fall into the story. Reading is not word calling, but reading is falling into the book and
becoming the book. You got to be the book. You choose your classroom library in part where
children can be the book. That sounds easier with fiction. How do you be the book in nonfiction?
What is quality nonfiction?
Bennington: There are so many kids out there that is what they want to read. They want to read
nonfiction because that is their interest.
Corpus: Finding quality nonfiction is difficult. You have to have authors that write with voice
and write in a way that is interesting to kids. That is what is key. Some of the books that are
written for the textbook market is like how do you strip a story of all of its content? History
books are better, but science is hard. The decision isn’t the quality, but the types of books that
you have and the type of reading you want to encourage, so that kids will lost in a book. Keep
that goal in mind, I want my kids to get lost in a book. The argument against Disney books is that
there is not enough there for them to get lost in. Is the message all in the picture or is it
combination of picture and text. You want a combination of picture and text. So back to the
classroom library, how do you pick mentor texts? How do you pick texts that will pull them into
the experience of the read aloud? How do you pick other books that you have there that will just
pull them in? And be sustained reading? If that is sustained reading with pictures that is fine. It
shouldn’t be just the picture you remember from the movie. That is the problem with Disney
books. Another thing I just thought of is that classroom libraries are not overwhelming for kids.
School libraries are overwhelming and public libraries are just more overwhelming. I think kids
feel so vulnerable. They walk into a public library they think there is nothing in here for me. I am
not this kind of person.
Bennington: It is hard too because at that point they point those books are not really organized
in a way that makes sense. Where a classroom library is that you don’t have to based it on the
Dewey Decimal system or alphabetize it by author. You can organize it by author, topic, or
genre.
Corpus: And you can let the kids organize it.
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Bennington: Yes. You can initially set it up, but if the kids want to reorganize it in a way that
makes sense to them, then let them take ownership of it. It is not my classroom library, it is
theirs.
Corpus: It is convenient for the teacher and having books at your fingertips. It is also less
overwhelming for kids and it is that introduction for kids. There are things for me. There are
somethings that I really enjoy and something that I need. Where they walk into the school library
and they are horsing around and get yelled at and they just grab something off the shelf. Then
there is nothing for them and they just get lost. Classroom libraries allow kids to find themselves
in these books.
Bennington: How can classroom libraries reflect the different theories of reading that we talked
about in class?
Corpus: Part of it is your book choice. So if I choose books that are leveled according to length
of sentence or phonics pattern, I am immediately going with the theory of reading that reading is
word calling. If the word is right then I will eventually get to comprehension. As I choose books
for classroom libraries and even if I want to level them, I have to make a choice about what does
leveling mean. For a classroom library, leveling could mean the “enjoyables.” I put books like
this that are quick reads that are enjoyable for beginning and emerging readers. So, I have got
some there for them. But it's not made up stuff and it is not controlled vocabulary and pictures
support the text. There is all sorts of stuff going on there. I might also put “old favorites.” What
is about this text, Corduroy, that makes it an old favorite. It is really old. Every family reads this
to their kids and the kids love it and they want it over and over again. So, what is about this
story? It is going to rank high on some of the leveling because it is not controlled vocabulary or
sentence structure. So do I keep this away from kids because of their level? Or do I read it aloud
to them and they try it because they love the story? How do I level books? That is why I prefer to
use two systems. I have books that I use just for guided reading. Those are ones that I use the
Fountas and Pinnell system for leveling because they do deal with the text layout and they do
deal with predictable patterns of the text. There are a lot of things that I can do and working with
kids and working on specific skills. I want to make a difference between guided reading and the
children’s reading. Guided reading is when I am there teaching and I am choosing the text. I am
choosing it with a particular teaching point in mind. THese may also be in the classroom library,
but I am choosing it for particular strategies that I want to highlight for the kids. They are well
written, but I am choosing it for instructional purposes. In my classroom I had my own shelf for
them and I could pull them to use. They were not part of the children’s classroom library, they
were part of my classroom library.
Bennington: So, the children’s classroom library is more of authentic children’s literature?
Corpus: Yes. Or by here are the mysteries or here are the Seymour science books. It is a
different organization. In a way it is leveled. It is leveled by genre. It is leveled by interest.
Bennington: So, you wouldn’t put like a level on those books?
Corpus: No. I wouldn’t say, “You can only do the green dots. You can only do the yellow dots.”
That is what is happening with Fountas and Pinnell because that is what used to happen in the
old system and it is carrying over. Accelerated reader uses the Lexiles that have nothing to do
with the quality of the work or the sentence structures or any of that. But, what people have done
is that is a lousy system. It is not a good system for kids, but they got use to it because of
Accelerated Reader. Now they are going, well we use Fountas and Pinnell because it is a better
system for leveling. Now when they are only saying you can read D books or F books, then we
are still limiting them. I do not want to limit kids, but I do need to know levels because if I am
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working with a kid who is struggling, I want to be able to get a just right book. So those levels
help me. The Fountas and Pinnell are much better than the Lexiles in helping me. I do have this
little shelf that has my own teaching books that I can pull in a moment’s notice. I do like having
some way for me to quickly say, “Do you like animals? Lets try these books.” Then I quickly
take a look and see that these books are in their range and offer it to them. But I don’t say, “You
can only pick yellow dots. You can pick only green dots.”
Bennington: Then it is not really authentic because when they do go into an actual library or
bookstore, they don’t have yellow or green dots to guide those choices. They have to be able to
figure out what is a just right book for themselves. It is almost like a classroom library can help
them do that.
Corpus: It is a bit of a compromise. I keep them leveled for instructional purposes. But for their
free reading purposes, we use other things as well. If I have a kid who is crazy about Beagles and
wants to read everything there is about dogs and Beagles. He is able to read a much harder book
about dogs than he will about volcanoes. So knowing that you have to know your kids pretty
well. One of the reasons that sorting process when you can only read level such and such
Lexiles, it is a shorthand to parents. Parents see a climb through the Lexiles or the levels. Last
year he was reading an E book and now he is reading a H book. It is a shorthand to see progress
in readings. You are a better reader if you can read a more difficult book. So it becomes a way to
show your child’s progress by looking at the Lexile and by looking at the letter. When that
becomes the shorthand then we missed represented what reading is. But with that out there and
especially with this college and career readiness and everybody has got to read harder Lexiles to
read hard books in college. So back to what we did eons ago with the old reading formulas, that
has been taken over by Accelerated Reader and Lexiles. People are using that same notion with
Fountas and Pinnell, but they are looking at that old thing. My professor used to talk about
conversion lessons. She said you can take any of those programs and convert it into any of those
models depending on how you use it. So, I can still take a skills lesson and depending on how I
use it, I can make it into a skills levels about finding the main idea. Or I can even take something
crazy like the pattern books like Dick and Jane. We can do a little study on that. We could be
word study on that. What other words could they have used? We can make them more of the
explorers. So, it’s how do I use it?
Bennington: You have to have it there and you have to know how to use it.
Corpus: Yes. It goes back to Choice Words. Do I see it as something that I have to pour into
them and practice? Or is something that they can develop?
Bennington: So it is that application piece.
Corpus: I could have the world’s classroom library with old castoff books, but we could
probably do stuff with it. My professor taught us about skinny books. If you are a first year
teacher with no money and people donate magazines to you. Or if you got old textbooks then you
turn them into skinny books. If you have a razor blade then you cut the pages out. Then you put
them in a new cover and now you have a skinny book on volcanoes. So I can take pieces of
books and make them into skinny books that are more accessible. The other thing is that I always
ordered a classroom set of some magazine and save them according to that topic. So when they
are doing a related topic, I can pull them out six different magazine articles on that topic. Then
they could choose what they wanted to read and share that information. It is how you use it. It is
the words you use with it. It is the purpose you use with it. That is what makes the classroom
library. Back to comfort and accessibility, it is kind of there for you to pull from.
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Bennington: You kind of have talked about that overwhelming piece. How many books would
you say should be in a classroom library?
Corpus: There are never enough.
Bennington: From the books I have read and the classrooms that I have seen, it is about 10002000 books in these classroom libraries. Do you believe that is too many?
Corpus: It depends on how you organize them. If you throw them on shelves, than 20 books is
too many.
Bennington: Most of the organization I have seen is books in buckets and they are forward
facing.
Corpus: Are there easy ways for kids to get them back into the right bucket? That is why I use
garage sale tags, so they can color code them and get them back it quickly.
Bennington: Or like a librarian job for the kids?
Corpus: As long as there is a system for getting the books back. If you are in a school, there are
ways around the classroom library kundrum. I had this ongoing battle for about five years with
the head media specialist for our school district because she did not believe in classroom library.
She was adamant that they were useless. I was adamant that they were necessary. Well, her point
of view was that most classroom libraries were books that were unused. The teachers didn’t use
them well and the kids didn’t use them well and they weren’t shelved. They got old. They got
stale. How do you keep them from getting stale? So, how do you keep it current? So one of the
things that we developed were milk crates that traveled from classroom to classroom in like third
grade. So the third grade teachers would choose from the library that this is set of books that we
would love to have in our classroom library so they are immediately accessible for this six
weeks. Then they moved to the next classroom. Then the kids would know that we would be
switching classroom libraries. Then kids would read books that haven’t gotten to them because
they would be switching books next week. They knew and there would be fresh supply of books
that came in and they knew they came from our school library. So the librarian felt good that
books were getting out there and getting used but they weren’t just sitting and being useless. I
think one of the hardest things that teachers have to do is cull a classroom library. It has taken so
long to get those books, that you don’t take time to get rid of the ones that aren’t working. You
keep thinking that this will work some day. Oh I want to talk about another aspect of the
classroom library and that is what I call the books about books. The professional books. The
reference kind of books. Being an English teacher, I have a set of corky playing with words
notes. So if some kid says, “Why is it this way?” Then I say, “well I have a book to show you.” I
have word histories and word mysteries. There are some books that I can’t teach without, so I
have those. Having these kinds of book, so if you are a subject area specialists, you need the
corky, fun books about your subject. In elementary, that is every subject. But in middle school, I
played with words and word histories and how language developed and history of the language.
So again, in my classroom library and when a question came up, I had a book for them.
Bennington: Are those out for kids to use and check out or are those more part of your personal
library in the classroom?
Corpus: That is a huge question. One of things that I did wrong, I had the shelves of books, I
can picture it, and it was behind my desk. I wondered why kids weren’t using it. Then it dawned
on me because it is behind my desk. They did not feel comfortable going back there and getting
books. I needed to put those out so kids could have played with them more. I needed them in my
head, so I could pull a book. Then they can go off the deep end with some of these books
because they are so funny.
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Bennington: I had not really thought about that part of the classroom library.
Corpus: Yes. Some of the handbooks or guidebooks about like plants, you want something so
that when a question comes up, they will see how a guidebook works so they can find something.
Maps and atlases and having those and always having those references available. So when we
see a story is taking place in Sheffield, England we can figure out where Sheffield, England is.
Bennington: Then the children know where that resource is and how to use it so they can use it
in their independent reading time. It provides context for their reading.
Corpus: Yes. I will have a thesaurus and all those kinds of things there. I would model using
them.
Bennington: So we need to be modeling that?
Corpus: Yes or they wouldn’t know how to find them or why they are important. But for a lot of
stories, if you can figure out the geography then you go, “Oh my gosh, no wonder that
happened!” I can’t all of those resources as part of the classroom library. Also dictionaries. Kid
dictionaries. The ones in kid language. I use these Franklin Spellers and I can put a word in here
and it will tell me in kid language what it is. I also use these for writing because it can tell me
how to spell it. Then it will come up with options and the kids can pick out the one they think is
right.
Bennington: That is a neat piece of technology.
Corpus: Yes and when kids can have them individually at their desks for when they write. You
know, how do you want to define library?
Bennington: Is it just books or is is every resource with those books? That is something I need
to consider in my research.
Corpus: Bottom line this is what we have talked about. The library depends on your view of
what reading is and how you depend on using it. It depends on your modeling and your
demonstrations and how you play that out. It depends on your interactions with students and
what students you have this year here in front of you and what students are in your head. Also
broadening the notion of what a library is to not only include the fiction and nonfiction kinds of
things, but also the reference materials. That notion that classroom library is convenience for the
teacher. I have to be able to teach something right now and I can grab a book and have it and to
have the right book at the right time for that student. But then we started that notion of building a
community and by having a classroom library with those anchor texts, I can build a community
of readers. We shared emotional bond over these books. We want them there. There are times
where everything is going to hell in the classroom and you pull them all together and lets reread
Marian Anderson. Let’s reread it. Let’s live it again. It brings everyone back together again or
favorite chapters from books. You get to bring that emotional bond back.
Eagle Elementary School
Christine Wright, 1st Grade
Jayne Shubat, 4th Grade
Kelly Spencer, 1st Grade
Katelyn Slack, Kindergarten
Tuesday, May 19, 2015
(Bennington, Wright, Slack)
Bennington: What was the process for designing a classroom library?
Wright: I designed my classroom library based on the topics that we study throughout first
grade. So you know, we do animal. I wanted to make sure that we had a tub for mammals and
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fish and things like that. I wanted to cover all the topics on fourth grade and I have a monthly tub
that rotates. We have to have to fiction and nonfiction tubs, to make sure we had biographies. We
had to make sure that had fun books to read like Arthur books. They might be by author. It is a
variety of different things in our library.
Slack: Mine is very similar. In kindergarten we do weekly themes, which we are moving away
from. We did weekly themes this year, so I have a tub for every theme. I have other more generic
tubs for nonfiction and science and then common characters for kindergartners.
Bennington: We kind of already went over this, but how do you organize your books? Just by
the tubs like Mrs. Spencer?
Slack: Mine looks just like that.
Wright: So does mine. We will have author tubs. We will have character tubs. We will have
themed tubs. We will have monthly tubs.
Slack: Even one for holidays.
Wright: In my room and even in your guys’ rooms we don’t get out all the tubs at once. She
(Spencer) might have hers all out at once.
Slack: I left mine all at once but they are only allowed to grab from certain ones at one time.
Wright: I do not put all of mine out at once, like the monthly tubs are going to rotate. I don’t get
out all of the science tubs or the animal tubs out until we are studying that tub.
Slack: See she (Spencer) leaves all of her tubs out, but the red tubs behind her desk are her
teacher tubs. Those are the ones that she pulls for the specific themes and displays them on the
display case. That is ever changing, but the blue and green tubs stay there all year.
Bennington: But you (Wright) rotate your tubs?
Wright: Yes. So I keep some out all year long and I rotate different tubs in and take tubs out. So
when we are studying fish, my fish tub comes out. When we are done studying fish, it goes
away.
Bennington: Do you (Wright) take away those books or do you sort them back out into your
library?
Wright: No, they just stay in that tub and I put them in the closet.
Slack: Mine stay out all year. I am not as lucky to have as many books since I am a newer
teacher. I have not acquired as much to pull. I just display certain ones. Then they go back into
the library and kids can read them if they want. But if not, thats fine because it is not our focus
for this time.
Bennington: How often do your students interact with your classroom library and utilise their
resources? Like on a daily basis or on a weekly basis?
Wright: Everyday. We have a read to self time. When the kids are finished with their work, they
can go and grab books. They have their own separate little books tubs with their name on it and
they can go put six books in their book tub and they can rotate them every day, twice a day.
Bennington: So whenever they feel they need to do that?
Wright: Yes.
Slack: Everyday. Some days we do not get to it.
(Shubat joins interview)
Bennington: We were talking about the process of designing a classroom library and organizing
your books into your classroom library?
Shubat: I have by genres, by authors, by series, a poetry section.
Bennington: Do you also organize by tubs?
Shubat: Yes.
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Bennington: How often do your students interact with your classroom library?
Shubat: Pretty much daily. They do a lot of EDGE reading which is even moments between
when you are reading on the edge. They may get a book out for two or three minutes while they
are finishing up something in between things or when they finish work. So usually everyday.
Bennington: Thank you. Do your students have any say about the way your classroom library is
organized? Do they have input of any tubs that get to be put out?
Shubat: No, because they are all out.
Bennington: If the classroom library changes, do they have any say or is that under your
discretion?
Wright: Yes. Other than this year my kids were into Flat Stanley. So I made sure to pull out all
of the Flat Stanley books into various tubs and I put them all in one tub so they could find it
more easily. But that tub will stay a Flat Stanley tub for next year’s kids.
Slack: It would be too much work to change it every year. There is a lot of time that goes into
building it that first year.
Wright: I might build a new tub every year or add to the tub based on what they like. I have a
kiddo who is into solar systems, I made sure that when I was doing a book order that I ordered
books that were solar system books so he could have those in the science tubs.
Bennington: As you go on from year to year you will add books to your tubs, but it will
generally stay the same from year to year?
Wright: Yes.
Bennington: You talked about feature books throughout the year in your classroom library, how
do you display those feature books being used? What types of displays do you use?
Shubat: I have a small display, a wooden display that is kind of like that (points to Spencer’s
display) and I put out different books throughout the year.
Bennington: Are the books you are displaying based on what you are studying at that time or the
children’s interests?
Shubat: It varies. There was one time where we were doing Patterns of Change, Romi Hill and
there is novels that go along with Patterns of Change and they each have their own small group
and they each have their own book to read in their small group in groups of four or five. We will
put those books out as well.
Bennington: How does your classroom library contribute to literacy growth in your classroom?
Wright: I think it allows them to have choice in what they are reading throughout the day. It
helps them grow their love of learning. If they are into one series or whatever it is, I might
choose a book out of there and read it aloud, to get more kids interested in that but, I think it just
helps it to foster that love of reading.
Shubat: We have a forty book goal. They have to read like two mysteries. There is a certain
amount of each genre that they have to read and then like eleven of their own choice. Sometimes
they will go to the tub of a genre that they don’t have very many in. They keep track in their
reader’s notebook. They even color code them so you can give it a quick look. If you see a lot of
green then you are reading a lot of information and you are not reading a lot of red which is
realistic fiction. But they keep track of it.
Bennington: So that is more of a visual way of holding themselves accountable for what they
are reading?
Shubat: yes.
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Slack: For us in the younger grades, you might have it in fourth grade as well (points to Shubat),
we have leveled books in our libraries. If they aren’t sure what kind of genre or type of book they
want, they can go to their level and get something that is just right for them.
Bennington: Are the tubs leveled themselves or within the tub, are the books leveled?
Slack: Right now, I have a set section that are leveled. They aren’t separated by what kind of
book, they are just separated by their level.
Wright: We level books A-Z according to Fountas and Pinnell. We have an A tub and a B tub
and they can go pick in that. For me in my room, those are books of their choice that they can
choose to read at home as well. They can take them home as well.
Slack: I would love for the rest of my library to be leveled but it is mostly impossible to do that.
Wright: I have tried that too. You can’t find a level. She (points to Slack) just got one in the
mail yesterday and it said it was a level F. It was totally not a level F, it was probably an H or an
I or a J.
Shubat: A lot of my books on the back, I have what lexile it is. So if they pick a book then they
can turn it over and see what lexile band it is or the average of what it is.
(Spencer joins interview)
Bennington: Thank you for joining us Mrs. Spencer. Just to backtrack, they have talked to me
about organizing books in tubs and they even pointed to your classroom library, and organize by
genre and author.
Spencer: Green and blue tubs are by genre. The yellow, red, and blue tubs are by level. The ones
behind my desk are thematic. Those are the ones that I get out to put in the metal display case.
And those ones over there in those red tubs are all listening stations thematic.
Bennington: How does your classroom library contribute to the literacy growth in your
classroom and how your students interact with books?
Spencer: They constantly interact with books. That is their only free choice “choice.” I kind of
make it sound like they have other choices but they don’t. I mean, they love it. They choose
books for their book boxes and they are supposed to choose, but they no longer do it, two leveled
readers at their level and then they can choose any other books they want. The books that do not
go into their book boxes are the thematic books. They are able to read them whenever they want.
I want them to put them back on the shelf, just so that everybody else can look at them too. But,
generally when you walk in here they are reading.
Bennington: At any point in the day?
Spencer: Pretty much. Like even when we are doing math and they finish a math activity, I have
a math book tub. I usually tell them that they have to go get a math book and read it. Sometimes
they ask if they can finish their chapter and I say “yeah.” But any down time is reading time.
Bennington: Does everyone here have a book tub or where children keep their books?
All: Yeah.
Bennington: And that stays in the classroom?
All: Yeah.
Bennington: Are they allowed to take their books home with them or do they have to stay in the
classroom?
Spencer: I do it on a personal basis. I don’t have a lot ask but generally I let them. I might just
ask them to keep it a secret and hope nobody else asks.
Wright: See, I don’t put leveled books in their book tubs. They have a book bag like a plastic
bag and those do go home. They are allowed to change those whenever they feel like they need
to. But I do not allow my book tub books to go home.
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Shubat: I only do if someone asks.
Spencer: I allow book tub books to go home for their reading groups but those are a whole
different thing.
Wright: And I have those too.
Bennington: How does the classroom library reflect the model of reading that is used in your
classroom. So we talked a lot about different theories of reading and the approach to how you
teach reading. So how do you approach reading or the textbook company you use?
Spencer: I think when I choose book it is based on the standard and the theme and then I try to
find books around that. I do not use a textbook ever. I do not have them in here.
Slack: We have National Geographic, that is the company we use.
Wright: I do not use them. I use an old reading set at the beginning of the year to get my kids
going in reading, just to have a constant, to teach them how to do reading groups and I will pull
just books.
Bennington: So most of the lessons that you are teaching, is not from a textbook, but straight
from children’s literature?
All: Yes.
Spencer: We just did animal classifications and the last animals that we did was mammals, I
tried to pull books at their level on mammals from in here or the library. I usually use my themes
to pick my books, then I use leveled books.
Wright: But we don’t have those in our classroom libraries. Those are from around the school
and like book rooms that we have access too.
Bennington: What types of books do you put in your classroom library? One of the things that
we have talked about and that I was interested in, was whether or not you put books in your
classroom library that is not really considered high quality children’s literature. Do you filter
through your books? How do you choose what books go into your classroom library?
Shubat: LIke classic literature. I have a whole Newberry section. When I look for books, I am
looking for books that have strong themes like courage. I do a lot with courage. I do patterns of
change. So like big concept ones. Those are the types of books that I teach and that I want them
to see the connections of patterns of change in characters and in courage. We are reading Call of
Courage right now and they are finding, we did Blood on the River which is about the founding
of Jamestown. It is a historical fiction which is really like a realistic fiction. They are seeing all
the connections between all those books with those big themes.
Spencer: Mine are chosen primarily on interest level. We had huge interest in Junie B. I have
every single Junie B. book. We have a huge interest in Magic School Bus and I have a whole
Magic School Bus tub. So you know like that type of thing? But then through authors that I am
familiar with and themes, but not on that fifth grade level at all.
Shubat: We read The Young Man and the Sea, which is a newer book. And that is a take off of
The Old Man and the Sea. Now we are reading The Old Man and the Sea. I like the classical
literature.
Slack: I think for us we are just trying to build that love of reading and books, like any book.
And then you can narrow it in more once they have that love.
Wright: They need exposure to all different kinds of books to see what they like. I mean like the
Humphrey book, there is the series with this little hamster and the kids never knew about him
until we started reading him. It just kind of builds and it builds their interests.
Spencer: I think it's more being a mom and having boys and having one that is totally not into
reading that I struggle with that as a mom. I am like “Oh my god what would you read?” I will
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get that. So I have kids in there that will have no interest except like Pokemon. I try to find like a
Pokemon book that has a story not just like pictures of Pokemon. But still to feed into that
interest, like Luke, mine that doesn’t read, only like sports. I have a sports bin because of Luke.
Sometimes it is not the best quality like the Pokemon books or we got Ethan a Skylanders book.
But more to get them that first start of reading. When I buy those books, I don’t want to say
poorly written but yeah, I try to choose some with a story.
Slack: We all started with rich literature and then as students come through we have adapted
because of the student interest.
Bennington: How does that change in fourth grade?
Shubat: They still have interest levels. Some kids really like all of those mythology books. They
like those. Harry Potter was a huge thing. I think Harry Potter is taking a resurgence. Some of the
kids still like the Diary of a Wimpy Kid, which I am like ughhh. I think that they do read things
that they recommend or I will talk about a book. There is this book called Captured that we read
while doing Indiana history. There is this boy that was actually captured, a true story, and kids
will say, “Can I read that book?” So if I recommend a book they will want to read it.
Bennington: How does the classroom library contribute to the identity of the reader? Does it
shape how they view themselves as readers because they have that access to books?
Spencer: It does change them. I have one little boy who comes from an illiterate family and they
do not have books at home. At the beginning of the year he was interested in them as more like
toys. But he wouldn’t look at the words, he would just flip through pictures and put it back and
then look at more pictures and put it back. He is still a very low reader, below kindergarten level
reader, but he has started to now, he will go and still look at pictures, but he takes the time to
look at pictures. And then he will come up and tell me and say, “It has that word the.” For him it
has helped him and this morning he came up and told me he now has two books at his house. He
loves going to the library and he is one that I will let him take them home. Funny thing is that he
always brings them back. Even to with some of my better readers, before they would fill their
book boxes with all chapter books. They are even getting to the point now that if they have
chosen a chapter book, that they don’t need 18 chapter books because you are just going to sit
and read that one book.
Slack: My kids are still at that stage and they want to fill it with chapter books. If I tell them we
only have five minutes to read, go choose books. They will choose four chapter books and think
they are going to read them in five minutes. Because some of them are at a higher level, they are
just ambitious to get those books in their hands.

Jennifer Filka, 2nd Grade Teacher
Fishback Creek Elementary School
Wednesday, May 27, 2015
Bennington: What was your process for designing a classroom library?
Filka: I kind of looked at the different books that I had and tried to group them by similar topics
and some of them I tried to group for studies. In our sciences I had life cycles because I had a big
science unit on life cycles. I have plants. We do a big unit on growth and plants and seeds and all
that. So I have one for that. Just trying to find different topics that we were studying and trying
to use in that way. Then I have some fun ones like chapter books. Those are all grouped by
reading levels. I don’t put the reading levels on there but I put like chapter book 1, chapter book
2. So I can say, “You should be reading chapter books in bin 1, bin 2, bin 3.” I try not to let the
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kids know their level because I don’t want that to be the focus. I just want them to enjoy reading
and have a love for reading and not just be so focused on their number or level.
Bennington: You have personally leveled your books, so you can identify them, but your kids
don’t know that?
Filka: Yes and we talk about the whole five finger thing at the beginning of the school year.
Bennington: The just right books?
Filka: Yes. So they are supposed to be picking books on their level anyway.
Bennington: How do you choose the books that are put into your classroom library?
Filka: I inherited a lot of these from the former teacher and then I have been trying to put some
of the Young Hoosiers in there or getting books are along our topic and putting them in there.
And then by interest. Last year, I got a bunch of graphic novels because I had a lot of kids
bringing those in from home to read. So, I got some at the Scholastic Book Fair to throw into our
classroom so they have some of those.
Bennington: Would you say you put books in your classroom library that are deemed more high
quality literature or put anything in there because as long as they are reading, I am fine?
Filka: That is a two-fold question. Well, I would lean to is different than what I am doing. What
I lean to is more high quality books, but like I said I inherited a lot of these books, so they are not
always what I would consider quality. I do not always have the money to invest in it. If I had an
ultimate dream I would lean towards the high quality, really good books you could use with
literature and like mentor texts and things like that. My library isn’t that way.
Bennington: So for practicality, sometimes you just need books, no matter the quality?
Filka: Yep you go to the garage sale and get the books for a quarter.
Bennington: How often do your students interact with your classroom library and utilize its
resources?
Filka: They have a shopping day. They go in once a week to change their books. They are
supposed to have five in their book baggies and they keep their books in there. So they can go in
during that day. Sometimes they ask me to go in there when it is not their day and I just let them
go in there. They are supposed to go in their at least once a week to get resources.
Bennington: So they are allowed to go there any day if they really wanted to?
Filka: Yes.
Bennington: Do your students have any say about the way the classroom libraries are
organized? Do they get any input when you bring new books in or do you sort them yourself.
Filka: I just take care of it myself. I do not think I have given them any input.
Bennington: Do you feature books throughout the year in your classroom library?
Filka: LIke the mentor texts I do. Probably throughout avenue, but not really. We do read
alouds. I let kids pick a book and I will have three books picked and I we will vote on them and
pick the top choice. Those always come from the library too.
Bennington: Do the kids go back to those books after you read them aloud?
Filka: Yes because they love them. We just finished The Chocolate Touch and they loved it. I
had two copies and saw those in everybody’s book baggies. The last book we read, no one is
really fighting for that one.
Bennington: So is that a way to get children more enticed with literature? By using the books
from your classroom library into your read alouds?
Filka: Yes.
Bennington: Do you ever pull books from your school library into your classroom library?
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Filka: Yes and the public library too. I live in Carmel, so I use their library a lot. I love Marla
Frazee and we only have one book of hers in our library. I like to pull her in.
Bennington: How does your classroom library contribute to the literacy growth in your
classroom? How do you use it in your mini lessons or your read alouds?
Filka: Our mini lessons have a strategy that we are working on and they are using the books
from the library. They get out their book baggies from the library and they are supposed to
always be using whatever strategy that we are learning on those books, so then they can show
me. Right now we are doing chapter books and I am encouraging everyone right now to read a
chapter book. Then they have to write a sentence summary at the end. So everyday in reading, I
model that through our read aloud. Then they go back and also try to read a chapter from their
own book and then write a one sentence summary about whatever happened in that chapter.
Bennington: Do you feel that your classroom library has changed the way that children treat and
interact with books?
Filka: I think they love to read. As far as taking care of books, I think we still have constant
discussions. LIke there is a book on the floor and now we are stepping on it. Pages are being
ripped out and we are constantly having conversations about how to care for books. I don’t know
why.
Bennington: Is is like this every year or with this particular group of students?
Filka: This class is worse but it has been every year.
Bennington: How does the classroom library contribute to the identity of a reader in your
classroom?
Filka: I think that it really helps by giving them something to read and talking about ways we
can identify with the characters. We do a huge character study and how your lives can identify
with them. We have also talked about how books can take you to places like just for something
fun. We had a reading comprehension page on the statue of liberty and I brought out a real book
on the Statue of Liberty. It can take you places you have never been. They were asking me a
million questions about it. None of them have ever been there before and we were just talking
about it. I think it can take you places and give you experiences that you can’t get on your own.
Not everybody can go on the beach. Or on a rollercoaster or a theme park, not everybody can
experience that.
Bennington: So it is giving them power and ownership?
Filka: Yes.

Professor Cathy Hartman
Butler University
Friday, June 5, 2015
Bennington: What is the importance and value of the classroom library?
Hartman: I think at the heart of the classroom library is to help our readers find their passion
and help them to continue to recognize that they are readers and they can see that as part of their
reading identity. They build that reading identity through having the opportunity to pursue topics
of interest to them and read things that their friends are reading, to get excited about the
possibilities of books that their teachers are reading. It is this immediacy access to books that
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they love and enjoy. It helps them, just like someone is sports, they practice their craft everyday.
It gives them a chance to always be practicing in things that they love.
Bennington: How should a classroom library designed to promote best literacy practices? So,
what can a teacher do to make most of their classroom library?
Hartman: One it has to be visible and accessible. So, as you think about your classroom space
like the literal sort of floor space and wall space, where do you put it where kids are like that is
the library? That is where the books are. So that is key. It has to have a central spot where you
can easily access it as a classroom teacher and they can easily access it. Also multiple people can
be in that space at one time and interacting with each other and with the books. It is this shared
space and not just a space where only one or two people can be there at a time. That is one thing
in regards to formatting a location of libraries. I think one of the things that Sarah Clark and I
have talked about in regards to promoting literacy practices is that the library cannot become this
sort of passive places where we think children will just naturally go to pick a book. That our role
in helping build that culture of reading is to be talking about books and if we are talking about
books and showing where they are located and building excitement, they are talking about books
and sharing with other people. Then it becomes just not us sharing, but the students taking
ownership of the sharing. So we model those pieces so children will then model those same
practices. Which is what we do as adults. If you are in a book club then you are completing the
shared reading experiences and can’t wait to talk to other people who have also has a similar
experience as you. The books that are in that library should be allowing children to continue to
practice and enhance the skills and the strategies that the teachers are focusing on during their
mini lessons. But, I think the thing we have to remember, through all of that still that the students
are the heart of what is placed in that library. So it is meeting their needs. Not just academic
needs, but also their interests. But, the teacher is a huge part of the whole process too. Of being
able to conference and recognizing those strengths and needs and being able to point them in
directions in that library. That might be a great next step for them. So the teacher has to know
their library really well to be able to offer support.
Bennington: When I was talking with Nicole Cegelski, she was saying how a lot of her students
will come up to her and ask for book recommendations like during reader’s workshop because
they are looking for that next book. Sometimes it is a more difficult process, especially when
they are reading longer chapter books and have to commit a longer amount to that book. She
struggled because is that a conference or not a conference, or does she make herself available
one day a week in the library for book recommendations. It is interesting because as a teacher,
how do you make yourself accessible in that environment?
Hartman: How do you create structures where you are not the only person who is the keeper of
the books that recommended?
Bennington: That idea of collaboration among students and being able to have book
recommendations. I know I have seen that in every classroom at the Lab School where they have
a wall or some type of book or something where they can recommend books.
Hartman: I think with those walls too, to make sure that the wall is an active wall. That is is just
not something that we complete and hang up, but that there is conversation around that wall.
Bennington: So when you are adding to it, you are talking about it?
Hartman: Yes and those books that they are talking about are somehow on display and have a
special place so people know that’s the book that Cathy recommended.
Bennington: So this is our book recommendation basket or something like that?
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Hartman: Let's say you invite people in like, Mr. Smith. What is your favorite book? This is
their chance and lets recommend some books. This is his picture and those titles of those books
and those books need to be on display next to it, so they have immediate access to where those
books are. Okay let me tell you one more thing. This is a story from a long time ago. When I first
started literacy coaching, I was a literacy coach before I came to Butler for five years at
Harrison-Hill. We were really starting to look at workshop teaching.
Bennington: When did the workshop approach to teaching come about? It is not something I
experienced as a kid, but I notice it is very common in schools?
Hartman: It has been around for a long time. To look up the history of that you will want to
search for Lucy Calkins and read some of her pieces. She is sort some of the go to people and
first starting to write about it. We are looking at it has been around 20 plus years. It has been
around for awhile.
Bennington: I really believe in the workshop model and I see the importance of the classroom
library in the workshop model. It is part of this research.
Hartman: The reality of the work that you are pursuing and looking at with classroom libraries
could happen in any classroom. Even if I am teacher that is following a Basal textbook as my
curriculum, I could still have a classroom library where children are still having a free choice
access to books in my classroom. THen the rest of my curriculum looks a little different. Those
are sort of two different approaches in philosophies and the curriculum and the work that we are
offering children. So that is one thing. There is power in utilizing a culture of reading through
classroom libraries and integrating it further into the culture of reading in what happens in a
workshop approach. So bringing of those two things together that creates a literacy program
within your classroom and literacy approaches that are much stronger for differentiation across
the board for children. Now back to my story, I had been a first grade teacher up to that point. I
interviewed for this literacy coaching position and I got it. This meant I was going to work with
everyone in the building, first through fifth grade, special ed and ESL. The upper grade teachers
at the building at the time, it was a very different time where we closed a lot of our doors. It
wasn’t very, teaching at that point wasn’t very collaborative. It was starting, but people still liked
to do their own thing. There was this fifth grade teacher, Karen who said fine, I will work with
you. I will give it a shot of whatever this workshop stuff is that you are talking about. So we
started first with just thinking about a classroom library. That is how we got started. Partially
because we got to see the differing interests and just academic strengths and areas of growth of
your children when you are spending one on one time in conferences. After a few months, I
walked in because she invited me to come in and see what was happening and so I went in one
day to walk into children doing, her students doing book talks. The fifth grader says to another
student, “Hey Andrew, you are going to love this book. It is hilarious and I know you love funny
books.” I am like woah and I look at Karen and she nods her head. What I love about that story is
that is was no longer just the teacher connecting the interests of the child to other books, but as a
learning community, they came to know each other so well and the things that they loved and
what they were looking for, that they started calling people out and saying you should read it. As
soon as I am done, I will give it to you. It is another piece of that ownership that it doesn’t
always have to be on the teacher. That is something that we do as adults too. We have done it
already. If this is what you are interested in, you need to read this book. Oh by the way, I have
got a stack of books that you need to continue to look at. That is also what we are going after.
We want the actions to resemble what real life is and what the actions are and what the
conversation is.
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Bennington: That is interesting. I really want the classroom library to be an authentic literacy
experience. It shouldn’t just be something that lives in this classroom for a year. It should be
something that children take away with them. This is how they interact with books and not just
what they are learning and practicing in the classroom, but how they are going to work with
books in other classrooms and beyond their schooling years.
Hartman: Another part of that is the different parts of reading that we do, we have talked about
are books in baskets in a library. One of the things that we also do is that we often read the
newspaper or we read magazines or we read articles on Facebook or we are reading something
from twitter. So how do we make that level of literacy visible, so that they understand that it is
something beyond book level reading?
Bennington: I was reading about how a teacher put like a newsstand in their classroom library
and sorts through articles and magazines and like rotates them.
Hartman: So there was this teacher who I used to teach with. You as a teacher can get a
subscription to the Indianapolis Star or your newspaper. First thing in the morning and she would
have them out on tables. It became a culture of children just sitting down and reading the news
together as they are entering in the morning. There were groups that developed like the boys sort
of gravitated together and read the sports section and read the headlines. They got really
interested into statistics. They would look at these different teams and it lead to the whole class
on a study of determining stats. There is always this time in the morning where kids are filtering
in and what do you do during that time.
Bennington: Because you don’t want it to be wasted time, but you also want it to be productive.
Hartman: It wasn’t the only option of things that they can do, but a large group of them enjoyed
it. Another teacher who tried it too. You would see him waiting for kids, sitting at the table and
reading the newspaper. “Oh wow, did you hear what happened last night?” “No, what
happened?” “Oh here. Why don’t you take a look, I need to go talk to this person.” You know,
some intentional, like you take a look at this article for us. As you get into those upper grades
and knowing current events is an important aspect of knowing the world around you.
Bennington: That obviously wouldn’t be appropriate for kindergarten, but being in those upper
grades it is appropriate.
Hartman: I think even more so now. Kids have so much access knowing things going on in the
world with lots of TV around them and the phones and families having more access quicker than
we have ever had before. When I was growing up you didn’t find out what was going on until
you watched the news in the evening or you got the newspaper. I lived in the country and we
didn’t even get the newspaper until late in the afternoon. Now it is at our fingertips. I got a
message yesterday, Glenda Ritz is announcing her candidacy. I can’t find it streaming online, but
I am getting twitter updates. Sorry I got us off track. But thinking about access to types of
materials and reading materials that are presented in the classroom. Did you see on Sarah Clark’s
door of all the images of what she read and she kept track of over the summer? She then talked
about that with her kids when they returned.
Bennington: Yes. She is showing that she is also a reader. I think that is something I have also
noticed that to be an effective reading teacher, in my opinion, you also have to identify yourself
as a reader. I think it is important that I am constantly reading whether that is a children’s book
or I am reading a book for my own personal enjoyment or I am reading something for
professional development. That is part of my belief as a teacher. We kind of have talked about
the types of books and the range of books in the classroom library. What do you think about the
quality of children’s lit? If a child is interested in like Disney books or these manufactured series
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book that are deemed less quality but of high interest to children, do you put those in your
classroom library?
Hartman: I am not so naive to think that if I had my own classroom library that it's immediately
going to work for every child. I know that I might need to be responsive and provide a book that
wouldn’t be my first choice like a book about Superman. Although, I recognize that might be my
entry way for that child. So although might not be how it starts, if I find out that I need to have
something like that to build excitement and interest for a child, I will use them and then I will
challenge myself to talk with that child to say, “What is it about this book? It is the action in it?
Is it the superheroes in it? Because I have something else I need to show you.” My intent is
always to help bridge and show them other things beyond just reading about Spiderman.
Bennington: Even though that might not be want them to ultimately end up, like those aren’t the
only books that they read as a reader, but it can be a starting point to love books and love
reading.
Hartman: And to find out what is is that draws it to them. Is it more about the characters and the
action? Or is it more about this book has been read to many twenty times and I know the words
in this book? So, it feels safe for me to do that. So if you can determine what those are, you can
actually react in appropriate ways. So it might be “I have a book I am going to read to you
today” based on some of those interests. You read it because you read it again and again and you
get new things in their hands. It is just not about handing it over, but what I am going to do to
scaffold and provide that support to feel successful in this book and in this book and in this one.
Bennington: How should a classroom change change throughout the year to support literacy
growth in a child? Like, how do you make a classroom library feel consistent but yet fresh and
evolving?
Hartman: I think it’s based on the needs and the interests that you see growing and changing in
your own readers. Sarah Clark had a female protagonist basket and the boys were like, “Why do
the girls get a basket?” That is an interesting question. How do they know the library so well that
they are able to provide those kind of responses and how do you respond as the teacher? Wow, I
can find you a book like that or wow, why is it important that we have that basket? How do we
talk about that critical literacy topic. So, I think it is something for teachers to consider to always
stay on top of new things coming out and how does our library reflect the images of our own
children. So everything that we have done with our “art cards” and looking at diverse characters
in our books. We also have to evaluate our library so it doesn’t look like just me and you. So that
is how I think we always have to keep evaluating and refreshing. There might be a new series
you hear children talking about. It might be essential that, one you read it and two, you might
start to have some access to some of those different series that are coming out.
Bennington: You have kind of talked about it before. But, what kind of voice do you believe a
child should have in the classroom library? How does that change throughout the year?
Hartman: The first thing that I just thought of is that when I have done professional
development on workshop teaching and even on Reggio-inspired practice, that people just have
this concern that everything is just “willy-nilly.” Like kids just running around and it’s crazy and
they are making all of the decisions in the classroom and where is the teacher? That is not true at
all. You have to believe in the voice of the child and the importance that piece of ownership
plays in helping make decisions. But there is really intentional practices and planned practices
happening in result of the strengths and areas of growth that children have. So having a voice in
the establishment of a classroom library is critical. One of the cool things that is happening here
in the Lab School that a teacher can use is when they go on home visits or talk with families over
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the summer, that is an easy question to say, “What are things you love to read? Who are your
favorite authors?” Those gatherings between the teachers and the families are not about here is
what you bring to school on the first day. It is about establishing relationship and rapport. “So
tell me about you. You love the Pigeon books. I love the Pigeon books too. Do you know that we
will have those books in our library.” Through those conversations teachers can think about
using their input that they immediately say, “Hey guess what? I put those books in the library
that you are really excited about.” Or to find out about from the previous grades about what did
they love the most. What were their go to books? And to make sure that those are accessible and
see those immediately when they come through. I heard that those were some of your favorites
from last year, let's talk about why those were your favorites. It gives you an immediate
conversation on the first day of class if you are not able to do home visits. It almost gives them a
voice before how it was established before they were ever there. As it goes through we have to
listen to their needs and interests. That can happen in a variety of ways. It might be that you are
doing these checks like let’s talk about our library. I have been noticing that everyone is
gravitating towards this basket. Why is this group of books have to offer than this basket? And to
seek input so it stay fresh so it is a place that want to continuously revisit and spend time in.
Bennington: The classroom library is something that is a living organism in the classroom and
something that it is constantly part of classroom conversation.
Hartman: Reading is part of our daily life. It goes back to the language we have been using that
“culture of reading.” If you have a strong culture of reading it is not just a six week program. It is
how we live our life.
Bennington: We have already talked a little bit about the different theories of reading and how
that influences the classroom library. Is there anything else you would like to add?
Hartman: The thing that comes to mind about theory is the idea of constructivism. Which the
workshop model is an example of constructivist theory and that might be something that you
take a look at as well. You will see things connected to choice and intentionality and developing
curriculum based on the needs of students. A lot of times you will see it compared to traditional
sort of approach that will be helpful to take a look at.
Dean Ena Shelley
Butler University, College of Education
Wednesday, June 17, 2015
Bennington: What is the importance and value of a classroom library?
Shelley: We have to surround children with literacy everywhere and a lot of our children, many
times do not have access to maybe going to the library like you or I have or have books in their
home. They need to have access to those books right there in the classroom. We also need to
make sure that in those classroom libraries, and we know about leveled readers and books they
can read, they can aspire to, books that they are curious about. But I also think that literature has
to show the connection to the child. So when I am looking at those books, am I finding people
that look like me? Or the things that I am interested in? The things that I am curious about?
Things that can provoke my thinking. That is what classroom libraries can do. I think that sends
a huge message that already that “I’m a reader. That reading and writing is important. That I can
be an author. I have ideas and stories that are worth telling too.”
Bennington: So when you talked a little bit about “seeing themselves in the books in the
classroom library” does that mean that the classroom library is evolving year after year
depending on the children in your classroom?
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Shelley: Yes. I think when the teacher takes the time to really get to know the child and their
background, and listening to stories to get to know the children in your classroom, a lot of the
time you might find out you may not have a child who is in a wheelchair but they have a cousin
who is or who aunt is. Then I need to make sure that I am bringing in that aspect or you find out
that a child has a certain ethnic background and think well let me look again at my classroom
library. Am I being inclusive? Do I have things that are speaking to that child? I think that is so
important because we have to be able to see ourselves in books to want to read the book and to
be the writer. Yes, it does evolve overtime.
Bennington: How should the actual classroom library be designed to promote best literacy
practices? How should it be set up to engage a child to read?
Shelley: Well, I think one of the things is, and this is where you study the Reggio environment as
the third teacher. First of all you have to have an overview of the classroom and how the flow
works. You have to think about it in relationship to the other spaces and what are their purposes.
So location is very important. The beauty of it, the aesthetics of it cannot be undermined. You
want to think about lighting and texture and access and is it a place that sends a message to the
child “come into this space.” Is it welcoming? Is it curious? Is it engaging? You really need to
think about it's just not about putting books on a shelf in a corner somewhere and throwing down
a couple of bean bag chairs. I have seen that done many times and you see books in disarray on
the shelf and not quite sure why those books are selected. I have seen a lot of times where the
lighting is terrible and okay, “what is the message here?” The other thing that I would say to you
is that you may set it up initially in your classroom but watching the children. How are the using
it? Frequency? Who is over there? Who is not over there? Maybe you need to make a change.
There is a great conversation with your children. “I’m noticing that our space here doesn’t seem
to be working. Where would you think it could go?” I think asking your children about that. You
make the best plan and then you monitor it. Then you ask “What is working? What is not
working?” Then move it if you need to.
Bennington: You talked about how the children in your classroom help you design that space
and have an input. Can you elaborate more on that?
Shelley: I think sometimes we need to ask them if they are reading a book, what makes them
comfortable? Do they like to sit on the floor? Do they like to have a yoga mat, where there is two
or three of them there? I think that is fun when you see kids roll out yoga mats and then they are
next to eachother. Do you like to lay on your tummy? Do you like to use your elbows? Are you
more comfortable where you need a place to sit “sit”? Or is there a stool or something that you
want? When you’re reading a book or looking at a book, do you need it quiet? Some children
really want quiet, some maybe you have some earphones there. Maybe the other children are
disturbing them. Or do you like to have soft music? When you look at a book, do you want soft
music in the background? Do you like that? I think those are all things that we need to ask
children. I just think a lot of the times we design it from our perspective, but lets find out about
their perspective. When you are doing home visits, you can be asking those kinds of questions.
You can be watching in their homes. Where are their books? Are they being looked at? Share a
book with me and see how a child shares a book. All of those things are pieces of information for
you to put that together.
Bennington: I just finished reading Donalynn Miller’s Reading in the Wild, and she talks about
how reading is social. You kind of hit on that when children look at books together and how a
child shares a book. How can the classroom library be designed to promote that practice of the
social part of reading?
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Shelley: Well, I think you can even label “great books to share with a friend.” I think again it’s
environments. I have seen teachers do this where they have taken fabric or carpet squares and put
them together and say, “I need two friends sharing a book here.” So then they know that
physically I share a book here. Or have them look at a book and be ready to share that with an
author. You can do a pair, share. Where are you going to do a pair share? Then you have to look
at, do I have enough space for them to do a pair share? Do I let them do a pair share underneath
the table? I love that. I walked into a classroom one day and I loved it. The children were all
under tables doing pair shares. It was so cool. The teacher had dimmed the lights and they had
flashlights. It was so fun and they were talking up a storm about their books! I thought, what a
simple adjustment to the environment that the teacher did.
Bennington: That is where the project stemmed from. The idea that the environment can change
the way that you teach and the way that children respond to how you are teaching.
Shelley: It is the messages that the environment sends.
Bennington: So what types of books should be included in the classroom library? I guess where
that question stems from is that I have talked to a lot of classroom teachers about quality
literature vs. the “lighter reads.”
Shelley: I think you have to have a balance. When I go into Barnes and Noble, I see all kinds of
books. I see light reads and then oh my goodness there are classics. I think you want to have a
little flavor. You don’t just want to have vanilla. I always appreciate when a child who may not
be reading a chapter book yet but sees a chapter book and you see them pick up the chapter book
and they are looking through it. They want to read a chapter book and that is a great goal. “I
can’t read it yet, but by golly I’m going to.” So why wouldn’t you have that? Sometimes, I don’t
know about you, but I will pick up an issue of People’s Magazine. So maybe I want to read that
right now. It is light and quick reading. Again, you as the teacher are encouraging that the same
children don’t read the same types of things everyday. You need to change out the library and
guide them places.
Bennington: When I talked with Dr. Hargrove she talked about how one teacher had newspapers
out on the tables for the children when they walked into the classroom in the mornings. He had
groups going where there was an interest of sports, or major headlines, or the government. Then
they had this culture about talking about the news because he made that reading available to kids.
I have never thought about putting newspaper in the classroom.
Shelley: That is fabulous. What a cool idea.
Bennington: It is that whole idea that you can take other types of reading material in the
classroom. How should a classroom library change from the beginning of the year to the end of
the year?
Shelley: I think this would be a really cool project to document this in their classroom with
photos over the year. There would be the study of how it changed over time. Individual children,
how did they use the library? You will have some where you will have to pry them out of there.
What strategies worked on that child? If you could use documentation where you saw all
children over a period of time and asking those questions, or just listening to them, what were
they talking about? I think you will see as the reading gets stronger, you are going to put more
challenging books in there. Their writing should be in the library. When they publish a book,
they are published authors. “Hey look, I am reading Kalie’s book today. She wrote about this.
She is my friend, but she is an author.”” So, I think that it is important, no matter what the
writing is. If you have children, depending on what age level you are teaching, aren’t writing as
proficiently as others, have them do a wordless picture book and put it next to a published
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wordless picture book. Say, “hey look at this wordless picture book, well we have an author in
here who writes wordless picture books. Look this is an adult and this is one of our friends.”
They might not be able to write a chapter book, but they can write a wordless picture book.
Celebrate every accomplishment. Maybe you coauthor. or you need an author and an illustrator. I
have to tell you about Maggie, a student who was in Mrs. Bucher’s class. She wanted to write a
joke book and so she made a joke book then cut the jokes up and put them in a box. Then if
another friend was having a bad day they could pull a joke out and either Maggie or Mrs. Bucher
could read it to them. Talk about, amazing. So Mrs. Bucher knew she could write and knew she
was willing to help others. And now she is using her writing to help someone. Are you kidding
me? I thought that was beautiful.
Bennington: I think that goes back to the environment and how you can inspire children to get
to that place. Encouraging them, but letting them have the freedom to do what they want to do. I
wouldn’t have thought of that on my own. They really had to discover that for themselves.
Shelley: Exactly. It is that the keen observer of children. Watching and listening.
Bennington: That is what is interesting too, is that even when we talk about the classroom
library, it isn’t necessarily that you set up the classroom library, but you introducing that first six
weeks and introducing it in mini lessons. And then just letting them take control of it and it's
theirs. It is not really mine anymore. It is what they do with it and how they are responding to it.
It is how they use it. I spent a lot of time at the Lab School and the teachers are all saying every
class is different. Some really into it and get vocal about how everything is organized. And some
students don’t get that way. It changes from year to year.
Shelley: I love that statement that you said, that is starts off as mine and becomes theirs. When
you really embrace the Reggio philosophy as a teacher, you realize, it is like a dance, you start as
the lead and then you follow. That role shifts. When do I lead? When do I follow?
Bennington: That is something that I am really taking away from this research.
Shelley: You have got it. You really have captured it.
Bennington: How does a classroom library affect a child’s reading identity?
Shelley: I think it is important that children see themselves. Their stories. Their world.
Something that I can relate to. One, it is a sense of community. It reinforces that value of them,
their self esteem. Somebody knows something and I can relate to that. Somebody knows me.
That I am not different. We have to be really sensitive about that. Books represent things that
they are thinking about. Things they are curious about. Especially feelings and especially when
they are younger. That whole feeling thing is important like loss, lonely, or sad and afraid. Those
are all things that all of them are dealing with. “I have a friend, and I thought they were my
friend and now they are not being friendly to me.” What do I do with that? Then somebody
knows about that too, it’s not just me.
Bennington: How do you think a classroom library changes from those younger years to the
older grades? It looks different in first and second than fourth and fifth.
Shelley: I think more responsibility and direction and how that space is used. You want to keep
them really engaged, but that whole social thing takes over a lot. Especially in fourth and fifth
grade years. You have those dynamics. How do you make that a place where people like to be
together? How do I do that? That classroom I saw where they were under the tables with
flashlights were fourth graders.
Bennington: That is surprising. I thought that was like second grades.
Shelley: It was fourth grade. You would have thought that was the greatest adventure that they
have ever had. I think sometimes that you have to listen. They will tell you what they need and
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what they want. You could even have small groups where you say, “you are in charge. What is
this going to look like? You are going to select the books. How are you going to organize it?”
Maybe it is a group of three kiddos. Make sure you pick the kiddos who are more quiet and to
give them ownership.
Jamie Schlenk, Youth Services Department Head
Hussey-Mayfield Library
Monday, June 22, 2015
Bennington: How do you organize your children’s books in this library?
Schlenk: We organize them first by interest level than later on more by reading ability. So we
start off with board books for the youngest kids and picture books. Some of these terms other
people call them different things. Those are books that are meant to be read to children. We call
them easy picture books but they are not easy to read for them. As you move up the ladder there
are leveled readers for those just beginning to learn to read. We have beginning chapter books
like Junie B. Jones or Magic Tree House. Those are for like first, second, and maybe third
graders if they are not reading that well. We have our fiction which is mostly third and fourth
grade. We just started a tween section a few years ago for fourth and fifth grade that are reading
a higher ability and don’t want to get into teen subjects and that kind of thing. We have a whole
nonfiction section. I forgot to mention that we do have a nonfiction in leveled readers. So a lot of
the way we organize our books is that we got from the schools because the kids come here
looking and they expect things in certain locations. We keep all the American Girls together
under American instead of by author because they would be all over the place. We try to make it
easy for them that are reading series by keeping them together even if they have different
authors. So like Star Wars, Star Wars, movies, books, music, is all under STAR as an author.
Things that come from film and TV have zillions of authors and so they would be all over the
place.
Bennington: So sometimes it makes more sense to organize it by interest or category?
Schlenk: Yes and that is basically what bookstores do. Legos under legos. All the superheroes.
Batman is under Batman and Superman is under Superman. Pokemon is under Pokemon.
Bennington: Does that make it more accessible to children?
Bennington: Yes and they know where to go look for it. Otherwise there would be too many
authors and it would be a nightmare. It also gets them all read too because it gets them to that
section and all of what they are interested in is right there. If they had to go for looking it, they
may miss some. It helps us get things that are checked out more because they can find it.
Bennington: So how did you design the space that makes it inviting for children?
Schlenk: Until about two years ago, all these walls were white and we ended up painting with
colors that were bright and cheerful and kids like color. We used to have, for example a big old
fashioned magazine racks, where you had to lift up and look under and find all the back issues
and our magazines didn’t check out at all. Now we have them there on the wall and it is more of
a browsing thing. The more you can do to be browsing and facefront, again is what bookstores
do. It is the cover that attracts their eye. If you don’t have good cover art on a children’s book
then it is not going to get read. Spines mean nothing to kids. As far as furniture, we are trying to
make this whole back section a tween section for the older kids. They don’t want to be where the
baby stuff is. We try to make this a place where they might want to hang out and read or talk.
They do use the couches or the window seat.
Bennington: Do you feature books in your library and how do you choose those feature books?
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Schlenk: Honestly, it is whatever our shelvers don’t feel like shelving. It has come back, instead
of finding that right place they just set it up on the top. That is okay because it is usually popular
stuff and that's what comes in and out. We do certain book displays during certain times of the
year, like holiday displays. Like Martin Luther King Day and we will pull a bunch of those and
put them on the table. Things that people would be looking for like Columbus Day and St.
Patrick’s Day and things like that.
Bennington: How often do you get new books in your library?
Schlenk: We get new books every month. We order books all the time and they sit in a backlog
and every month, the first of the month, they have to go up there and different selectors purchase
the books and we pull what we want out for the month. We are allotted so much. We have one
full time cataloger and two part-time cataloger and we know how much they can get through in a
month. Between us and teen and adult. I order all the fiction through board books to tween. Then
somebody else orders all the nonfiction. Somebody else orders the music. Somebody else orders
the movie. We go up there and decide. I pull typically 5 picture books and 10 board books and
35 leveled readers and 20-25 fiction books for the older kids. Then they come down and get
cataloged. Then they sit in the new section. We have a new section for every area of our library.
There is a new fiction section and a new nonfiction section. The only ones we don’t do is a new
board book section, we just put them out. But they have new stickers on them and they stay on
the new shelf for three months. Then after that time, we pull off the new sticker and they just go
on the shelf in the regular collection. They get facefront for about three months.
Bennington: Do you feel like it's constantly important that you are bringing in new books and
materials in your library?
Schlenk: Yes and we also have requests. If someone requests something, we fastrack it and
order it and get it in right away. You don’t wait until our next book order comes up. It is
cataloged right away and that person is the first person to check it out. We probably get five or
ten new items a month into the collection because of that and that doesn’t have anything to do
with our regular ordering. That helps me because doing the fiction series and there are so many
series. I don’t know when they are all coming out, but they do. I do my best to keep up with
them. Sometimes I miss one and they remind me.
Bennington: When you are ordering, you have to listen to the kid’s interests and that shapes
your orders every month?
Schlenk: Yes. We have shelvers, but I shelve a lot and I straighten the shelves. I see what is
going in and out all the time and I know what is popular. I reshelve all my new section myself
and the shelvers don’t do that. So, I know what is checking out and what isn’t. Therefore when
the next volume comes out, I know. Other than Percy Jackson, there isn’t anything as big as like
Harry Potter. There is nothing like where kids I have to go have it and buy it right now.
Bennington: Do you have any programs for reading or read alouds for children?
Schlenk: We have tons of program. In fact, we have about two a day in the summer. We have
two different things here. We have story times which are for preschoolers and babies through
five year olds. They run in a five week session during the school year, September through April.
We don’t do them in the summer, but we have other programming. Then we have programs
which is a one time thing unless it is a repetitive thing like we do chess every weekend. Some of
them are like that, they are activities like chess or Minecraft. Some are reading programs and
some are craft programs. The reading programs we do are like this summer we did one on our
favorite authors. We had Pete the Cat and Olivia and Little Bear. So we do a lot of American
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Girl programs because it is an interest. Everything that we do is book-based. Even if it is a craft
then we have craft books they can check out. If you like doing this then you might like this book.
Bennington: Do you have any advice for teachers about designing their classroom library from
your experience in this public library? Whether it is stocking books or book organization?
Schlenk: It obviously depends a lot on what grade you are teaching and depending on what
school you are at. When I first came here, which we call the leveled readers, were all together
but they were just by author and all over the place. Then the reading teachers at the school
started leveled reading. We used the guided reading version of it. It would be very difficult
because kids would come in and you couldn’t help them find a book that they can read. The
levels that are on the books from the publishers mean really nothing. The levels don’t match up
between the publishers. So the reading teachers at the school came over and helped us level all of
our beginning reader books into the way they were doing at their schools. It was helpful on so
many levels because kids would come in and say, “I’m supposed to be on a level 5 reader.” We
had no idea what that was and now we do and we can help them. Also if parents are trying to get
their kids to read or not sure what their level is, you can choose a book and if it is too hard you
can go down and if it is too easy then you can go up. Without having them leveled, who know
what book you would offer a child. It is helpful to have stuff like that in place. If you don’t you
might consider doing it yourself. For the older kids, at least in this school system, they are hung
up on Lexile. Most of us don’t think that is a very good thing. But, they are required to read in
this Lexile. Which is somewhat helpful because some kids will come in and pick the easiest
books they will find, especially boys. They need to be challenged. That is another way we
figured out the tween books. The tween books in our system are 900 Lexile and up. A thousand
is almost an adult book as far as vocabulary. The regular fiction is like six or seven hundred
Lexile. We write them in the inside of the cover page incase they are looking for a Lexile. As far
as your library, depending on what level of students you have or what grade, I would just have a
variety and things that would interest them. I would say have some stuff that is obviously fun.
Nonfiction is huge, especially for boys. That is what grabs their interest. The grosser the better.
Animals are always huge, especially for girls. I am talking outside of series they really like. As
far as picture books, cover art is it. I would suggest, even though it is more expensive, but
magazines. Like we only keep only five years back of magazine logs. So every January we delete
the sixth year bag. Kids, especially third, fourth, fifth grade, like to look through magazines.
Most of those, besides American Girl, are educational. Those are politics, archeology, and
science. It’s not meaty reading but if you have to read for like sixty minutes, that is a fun thing to
do. The circulation desks go nuts. We have some many little collections and stickers, but it helps
the kids find that just right book. Our collection is divided up so finely because it helps them find
where they need to be looking.
Bennington: And they need that easy accessibility to make it easy for them to want to read?
Schlenk: Yes and by the time they are in fourth and fifth grade, much of them can look at a book
and decide if they want to read it or not. If they are much littler or in the early grades, they are
easily distracted by covers. As far as reading it, they need some guidance of where they should
be looking. The more you can divide up your collection, the more easily they can find a book.

